Em's BuckStudents'shirt
not a hit withtrustees

Baffle rages on between -Goldfarb center and ColEiy for Humanity over
people's spare time; comes to head over double-booked lecture hall

By HEN BERBST

By RANDOM NEW EDITOR

ASST. ASS

MONEY ISN'T REAL!

During last month's
spring trustee meetings,
President William Adams
sported a shirt of his own
"Buck
design.
His
Students" shirt shocked
and alarmed both students and trustees in
attendance.
At the historic groundbreaking of the new
Diamond Building (See
article on Page Threeve),
Adams attempted to distribute the shirts to
administrators, trustees
and dignitaries. Only a
few actually put the shirts
on, some later claimed
they did not understand S?v bp orts
the meaning.
The front of the shirt
reads "Buck Students," while the back
says "Colby. College: bucking everything since 1Ssomething."
Adams is selling the shirts for $20
each and says that all proceeds will go
towards buying kegs for a "wicked
kick-ass party" to be held in Eustis
during Loudness. As the shirt suggests, students will not be invited for
this faculty-only event.
Trucker hats will also be purchased
if Adams feels there is a market for
them. "If this thing goes big, I'm
going to be producing all sorts of
Buck Student memorabilia. We are
talking key-chains, bumper stickers—
hell , I've got an idea for a new senior
apartments named Buck Seniors."
"I'll admit, so far the response has
been mixed," said Adams in a recent
interview. "The trustees, well, we all
know they don 't have a sense of
humor, and they were pissed that they
weren't gonna be around for the rager.
The faculty seems to be going for it,
they just want to have a good time too,
ya'know? And the students , well buck
the students." Adams then hooted and
hollered.
Adams promises faculty "the best
time of their lives."
"I found the shirt completely
appalling. I mean , what 's next? Buck
Trustee shirts?" Said board of trustees

Last Tuesday night, as partisans
from both sides lined up to attend
what some thought would be a documentary over some weirdoes suffering
in a destitute part of the world and
another a panel discussion consisting
of a bunch of old retired white guys,
things got ugly.
Both groups, Colby for Humanity
(CFH) and the Goldfarb Center for
Public Affairs and Civic Engagement

Echo editors
become bored,
apathy ensues

PUCK PHOTOS!

nis hewfhirt sor ghe teneral public.

member Thurston Howell III '28.
In response to Howell's comments,
Adams said that nobody really cared
enough about the trustees to buck
them. "Believe me, I have been trying
to sell my own version of buck shirts
for years, you really have to find
something that students don't like.
Thing like me...and Bates. Yeah,
apparently students really don't like
me or Bates."
"He can take his bucking shirt and
shove it up his bucking ass," said
Meadow Oak '07, who also complained that the new shirts were not
recyclable.
In response to the shirt, Colby for
Humanity organized a conference on
the dangers of clever sayings and their
effects. The group attempted to create
a thefacebook.com group, but their
efforts were thwarted since "Buck
Fro" already exists as a group.
Colby students learned years ago
that by carefully switching the first
letters of certain words they could
show their distaste for certain people
or institutions. According to Adams,
"I've been trying to find a way to get
back at those clever bastards ever
since I first saw one of those [Buck
Fro] shirts-sons a bitches."

GIVE ME CREDIT

Last weekend s' Weights Dance did not have the usual turnout. Only two students showed up f o r the dance
that was entitled: "Getting Jiggy wit it. " Because of the failure of this dance, SPB disbanded.

Colby Security finally gels high-powere d upgrade on campus
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little pickup trucks with the lights
were badass.
SECURITY GOT RICH, BITCH
Director Chainevert plans to put the
new machin ery i n ac t ion as s oon as
Last Friday, Colb y 's Security
possible. "The F-l 8's will be' perfect
Director Pyotr D. Chaincvcit went
for next year's Doghead recon miswith his four most trusted deputies to
sions and long-range work. And we've
Portland International Jclport in order
finally got what we need to properly
to receive the hottest upgrade yet to
take care of those independent offthe Colby Security Fleet.
campus cells that have been
Sitting on the tarmac , their
gaining so much underground
massive engines still smoking,
support." The jets will also be
were five brand-new F-18.1
outfitted with long-range alcoFighter Aircraft , two UH-60A
hol sensors, which reputedly
Blackhawk helicopters , and
can identify underage conthree A-10 Thunderbolt II
sumption within a six-person
Heavy Support Aircraft (known
radius.
to those in the business as
When asked about the vari"Warlhogs").
ous forms of destructive ord"I, really, I was tcarin ' up
nance the A-10's and the F-l 8's
when I saw them," said the
were packing, tlie director mumdirector, wi ping his nose, ".hist
bled something about wasting
to have such powerful symbols
paper with citations and said it
of justice here at Colby is a
was classified. Eliminator
really patriotic feeling," An
chuckled and cracke d his overly
hour later, th e aircraft were
large knuckles.
kickin g up dust at the Goldfarb
Because the flight force came
air b asc
be hin d
Center 's
in on Friday night, its presence
Admissions.
is not yet well-known to the stuThe new air-support technoldent, body. When reached for
PHOTO COURTESY OF COLBY SECURITY
ogy will certainly put Security
comment , an Apartments senior
in a more auth oritative position The new vehicles are sure to terrorize students.
said , "Dude, shut up. Last time I
in term s of student life, both on
saw one of those things, it was
nnd off campus, The F-18 , which pretty bitclun ' rides. The Blackhawk wi pin g up Ethi opians in Black Hawk
proved itself in Desert Storm, has been chopper con loud huge groups of per- Down,"
the terror of the Uvil world since then. sonnel anywhere on land within u 370When remin d ed that Block Hawk
According to the Navy 's Fact File , it is mil e rad ius from tak eoff , whil e the Down wns set in Somalia , not
"hi ghly capable across the full mission A-1 0 Warthog sports a 30 mm galling Ethiop ia , he replied , "Bthiopiu ,
spectrum: air superiority, fighter gun as well as air-to-surfneo and air- Somalia , who gives a shit?!"
escort, reconnaissance, close air sup- to-air missiles.
He lmcl no idea what he'd bo up
port , oir de fe ns e sup p res sion an d
And you thou ght those truncated against next weekend.

By BLUE COLLAR , HOLLAR
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'Sketch y ' Heights Dance not that sketchy
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By HUGH JASS

. WARNING:

Find it yourself , bastard

ECHO! WHO GIVES A SHIT?

SGA disbands , un iver se implodes

Bi.Dn<M.mni<rai.r,m(rni.'Br<vi.;

Never again!"
A brawl ensued for nearly an hour,
only being broken up by Director of
Student Activities Kelly Wharton who
had stopped by not because of the
brawl, she explained, but because she
understood CFH was planning to
show the documentary without properly following copyright laws.
Many in attendance thought her
reason was bogus, but were impressed
nevertheless as she cut the brawling

By LAX A. DAISIACAL

Continued on Page 2

Cat Welch '05 administers justice to Adelln Cai '05 during a recent
Presidents ' Council meeting shortly before the universe imploded.

had hoped to use Lovejoy 100, but you go start a petition over it, sissy?
To this, many CFH members began
after a simple administrative error at
the special events coordination office, to cry.
Noting his comrades sadness, one
the venue was double booked, causing
the two groups, who have battled over particularly tall and gangly CFH
students' spare time throughout the member charged at a prominent
Government professor. As he jumped
year, to finally confront each other.
The scene was tense at first, as the on the professor, bringing the two siztwo groups stared at each other offer- able men to the ground and shoving a
ing the occasional taunting phrase and cigarette butt into his forehead he
disapproving scorn. Violence erupted, screamed, "You call this civic engagethough, after one member on the ment?"
Responding to this many Goldfarb
Goldfarb side yelled, "if you want to
watch this movie so much, why don 't cronies jumped onto the pile yelling,

The
Student
Government
Association (SGA) recently voted to
disband , b eg innin g a ch ain reacti on
tha t has caused the universe to
imp lode.
With the lack of a student government to blindly bitch nt the administration , pointlcssly b icker ov er
semantics, pass the blame and generally screw up everything it tries to do,
anarchy has begun to reign throughout
space and time. In a world where up is
down and the laws of physics nnd reason no longer apply, students have
become lost and scared that there is no
longer someone in their dorm whose
e-mails they can ignore (oh wait, there
arc still I-IRs).
Tho troubl e began when the motion
to disband was proposed by Sturtevant
President Trevor Corroll '07, interrupting a lengthy debate about the
meaning of the word "the ". Some
mem b ers of SGA were con cerned that
tlicy would no longer have n forum in

day/night precision strike." "They 're
wicked sharp," said one ' deputy in
black
aviators,
code-named
Eliminator, "I know," chimed in
another. "With that kind of payload, I
don 't think I'll have much trouble
breaking up parties,"
Though not as fast as the F-18, the
Blackhawks and the Warthogs are also

If you 're reading this, then you already know. This issue is a joke. The stories
are jokes, the photos are jokes, the headlines are jokes. If you open this paper
and proceed further, you waive all right to he offended. Because seriously, you
will be offended , We make fun of you and your friends and colleagues.
Personally. If you find yourself troubled by the ' words on this non-recycled
newsprint, take hearty I love yoU; '
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' We're k issing Brad
goodbye...
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FUNNY SHOES, DICTATOR

Colby for Humanity organizes conference to explore
discrimination towards losing baseball team

stock of the school," said President of McGee '08 and the award for the most own team, "bad baseball players are
Colby for Humanity Dove Peacelover strikeouts, given ' to catcher Swings people too," "at least the football team
TITLE
THE LAYOUT GOD, QUARK IS MY FRIEND
'08.
Free '08. However, Peacelover admit- doesn't suck," "there is more to life
NEVER GETS PAID, NEW GIRL
The conference will begin Friday, ted that even he felt weird about con- than baseball" and "how can steroids
DO I KNOW HIM, SLACKER
EX-JOCK, QUIET RIOT
Following the baseball team's diffi- May 6 with a dinner honoring the gratulating the team for anything after help us win."
PULLED
CHUTE
DID
WHAT?, DEEPER IN DEBT
DROPPED THE BALL,
Jake Smith '05 gave up on the team
cult season, Colby for Humanity will baseball team's few accomplishments. he past season. "That's like congratuSTAYED LATE, PICKING UP THE PIECES
WHO?, THAT GIRL
this
weekend
conference
early
this season. "Once they lost the
Organizers
say
the
dinner
may
actualalting
a
UN
delegate
for
riding
around
be holding a
SO SICK, COLON INSPECTOR
A JOB WELL DONE, INTERNET NERD
aggresacts
of
various
ly
end
up
being
more
of
a
cocktail
first
ten
games, I was just like: Well
in one of those cars with the little flags
to discuss the
'
team
that
have
party
if
they
cannot
think
up
enough
screw this, I can't deal with a losing
on the front corners."
sion towards the
The Colby Echo usually publishes once a week, unless we don 't have any money.
be
fine.
Really.
need
like
a
few
thousand.
Then
we'll
campus
this
bogus accomplishments to make the
Please give us money. We
Saturday will include individual team anymore. I mean, I'm a Red Sox
occurred in an around
team feel better.
workshops aimed to reduce animosity fan, we are all winners."
season.
Letters
these
guys
a
"We
have
a
few
ideas,"
"I have been completely amazed at
are
giving
Peacelover
between the players and their
"People
If you really want to write a letter to The Echo we reccomend you take a moment to
really hard time just because they suck said and explained that they may give estranged fan base. These workshops how much people like to make fun of
consider what difference the three or four paragraphs of chickensratch you are likely to
produce will even have on this world. Plus, whatever you send down will' be mercilessly
at baseball, and yes, they suck really an award for most errors in a single will include: "Why it is not okay to how bad the baseball team is, espemade fun of by an embittered Echo staff tired of complaints and with a keen eye.for runbad, they don't have to be the laughing season, given to second basemen Slips conduct hateful chants against your cially when they had to deal with the
on sentences. Do you really want to be the butt of our jokes, do you?
sox sucking for so long," said
If possible, please submit letters in Microsoft Word or text format either on 3.5" disk
Peacelover.
or via e-mail at echo@colbv.edu. The Echo reserves the right to edit all submissions.
Originally, the conference was to
Editorials
headline
with the Red Sox's Johnny
The Editorials are written by a thousand monkeys on a thousand typewriters working
Damon
as
Saturday's keynote speaker.
on behalf of the Echo staff. Opinions expressed in the Echo are generally incoherent and
However, when he learned of the baseoften wrong.
ball team 's record he informed the
Contact Us
school that he had to shoot a Dunkin'
If you haven't been getting your subscription in the mail, deal with it.
Donuts
commercial instead. He was
For questions about advertising and business issues, please call someone who cares, eheard
to
have said: "I'm not getting
mail echoadsf5)colbv.edu (did you notice it says e-choads?) or fax the fake number below.
my name associated with that sinking
echo@colby.edu
207-555-3349
ship."
At the last moment, Colby for
www.colby.edu /echo
Humanity secured Mikey O'Doul,
batboy for the Portland Sea Dogs, to
make an appearance. The twelve-yearold made automatic entrance to Colby
in eight years a stipulation of the contract.
which to wallow in their own self- been extended to 2009. "We really
Baseball coach Tom Dexter also
ighteousness, but proponents of the thought that new constitution was
r
offered
O'Doul a spot on the starting
Marriner
President
Mack
great,"
motion included many members who
lineup
for
next year's team. "We are
"We
tried
to
make
as
'06
said.
were sick of missing "Desperate Rosin
going
to
come
back strong next year.
many
processes
as
complicated
as
Housewives" because of Sunday night
got
a
great
young arm in Oakland
I've
possible."
meetings.
that
is
skipping
high school to come
The absence of SGA created chaos .
"This is the end!" Dana President
for
us.
O'Doul
can play in a
and
play
throughout the uniMarshall Claws '07
'
for
us, and we
lot
of
different
places
WE'RE SO SORRY
verse, but not
.
ranted, aware of the
was
not
well
attended.
We
had
to
It
Death
organized
a
counter-relay.
In
response
to
the
recent
Relay
for
Life
,
are having some girl scouts try out in
everyone is watchdoom.
impending
go there and apolog ize for the nessecity of this oh-so-cheap visual pun.
the Fall."
ing the world as we
SGA
Treasurer
know it cease to
Preston McAllister
exist with a horri'05 left the meetin g
fied glare. Physics
early, mumbling, "I
professor Charlie
have to return some
Conover expressed
videotapes."
for public affairs and civic engage- retary agreed, "I knew Colby was a
excitement over the
SGA then voted to
is just beams, 'I'd rather go small school with big egos coming
ment'
implosion.
"This
is
disband itself, leaving
Continued From Page 4 (or is it?)
there
than
watch Finding Nemo for the here, but I just hoped we could maybe
the
kind
of
thing
important issues unreIt just keeps on going...
not have to go to classes all of the time
fifth
time.'"
you read about in
solved, such as a proDid we even start this article?
'~v
¦
and maybe spend more time sitting ¦¦ ¦ ¦> - • ; . - ' . r ¦'
"
,
as
CFH
orga: •¦ .
But this spring,
_
posal asking the
Jqe Dogooder^'O? t e x -t-b o o Jc s .
. ; • _ . .y t- 'j 'i
.
i
^
nized and began, to exhibit its own around and talkingabout shit we real- ¦ :¦ ¦ : ¦¦ • . - ¦} . . .. - •(. .,•..;..«. . i. k ' •¦.. .4
administration
to
Dorm President ^Textbooks! I never
organizational prowess, Goldfarb ly can't do anything about in the forethought I would get
reconsider the decision
to see this in my mass apart with a few swift kicks from began to get nervous. "I'm not seeable future. That's what college is
to move tlie campus to
going to lie," said one member of all about, isn't it?" and added, "I guess
her high-heeled leather boots.
Mayflower Hill and a motion to create a life time."
Once the crowd had dissipated, the Goldfarb student advisory we weren't the only ones who thought
Meanwhile, dol phins overtook
task force to investigate the apparent
most of Africa, super-tornadoes rav- only a bloody bow tie remained on board , who requested to remain that way."
increase in rainy days this spring.
In the brawl's aftermath, much of
nameless, "Sandy definitely asked
This also leaves the fate of the SGA aged the Danish coast and telephones the ground.
Reflecting on the commotion me to join that club as a 'mole' the school has felt a collective sigh
constitution in limbo. A new constitu- became self-aware. Planets have
tional referendum was put to students, crashed into the sun, the living dead caused by the double booking, mem- when it started to get hot. I said I of relief and apathy. "Finally, I feel
who responded with a resounding "we now walk the earth and Junior Mints bers of both groups admit this was didn 't even know what a mole was, like I can just drink again," one stuonly a flashpoint of what has been a I suppose right there I should have dent said.
don't care." The current vote is 12-10, have turned inside out.
yearlong struggle to monopolize on seen this brawl coming."
On
a
related
note,
the
Colby
basestill shy of the 495 votes needed for
Noting similar trends the CFH secgame.
student's free time.
the referendum to count. Voting has ball team won a
"You know, there is the time when
people are not eating, not in class and
not sleeping. That is our time. Our
AN ENCOUNTER WITH
time to shine and show tlie horrors of
this world," explained one member of
CFH.
Agreeing, a senior member of
Goldfarb student advisory board said,
"Students are busy. They need to be
inundated by posters and table tents
and emails from professors telling
them what to do with that little hour
after dinner or maybe that boring
Friday afternoon."
The Goldfarb center had a relative
monopoly of student's free time in the
fall semester. "Oh, it was like playing
with a bunch of blind kittens, all the
other clubs on campus were so disorganized. I mean, when you see a
THl/MBS UPI
poster and then on the bottom of it is
only
a
bloody
bowtie
remained
behind.
the
incident,
After
reads, 'sponsored by Goldfarb center
GET A JOB !, BOOZE EDITOR
CRY ME A RIVER, MAINER
ME TAKES LOTS PICS, CANDID CAMERA
UNLUCKY FRESH, SLEEPING TO THE TOP

OUT BY NINE, SPORTS EDITOR

PAGE 3 GIRL, JUICY SHAVED BALLS

By THINK OF A COOL NAME

Rela y for Death (We 're sorr y )

SGA IMPLODES: UpIs down, left is right

Blah , blah , blah ,
blah , blah , blah ,
blah , blah , blah ,
blah , blah , blah ,
blah , blah , blah ,
blah , blah , blah ,
blah , blah , blah.

GOLDFARB: Engagedin imperialistbattlefor heartsandmindswith CFH LAZY: Echostall j'ust
caresnolonger

THE 5SNO PRESIDENT OF THE UNItWbWW OF AMEfWW

Ben is beside himself, watching Steve Weinberg '06 throw the die.

BylLOVE ME
STEVE

'
.' ¦ . _ : y

. From the time 1 woke up at 8:45
Wednesday morning, „my head was
teurning ' with top-flight . article
ideas. Soon, I had all of next week's
Echo, planned out in my imagination—-with , the exception of ono
tiling. The "encounter with" piece I
do every week , Who to gel? It's
tough to fashion good interviews,'.tb
polish ,raw interactions into lopechelon^ journalism. As I stared at
my unshaven face in the mirror, the
realization hit mo: 1 should just
interview myself, Oh, oh a yeah,
[famous reporter] won't knuVthc
' •, '
train that hit him.
I started with a couple questions
about my tlmo .Hera tit Colby. I (mid 1
thought it had been hard, you know,
balancing work with piny with
boun dless, una dulterated genius,
But, you know, I' m just a journalist ,
•> i
Man, this is intense.
Qu
Tlie next estions . were ' about

my ambitions, goals for life, Those
weren't hard . When , the sky's tho
limit, there 's a lot to choose from.
My superior journ alistic skills ithd
my array of funny slides make me a
future ' achiever; no worries, that 's
my motlo. ^
1 But then the real question
came:
How do you expect to pay' for nil
this? Greatness itokos green,
, My parents? 'No;.My professors?
They don't moke much anyway, A
job? I'll get around to that, My
friends? Shut up.
, God, I love myself. \
I'm-so sick of this office, It's 3
n.iri, right now rind I just wiinnu go
homo, Hrriinm.,. Mnybo If I click
my . Authentic' ;' mustard yellow
Moroccan ; leather slippers , llireo
times,., i want V> jj ohome, 1want to
go homo. Shit, I'm null hero, Might
as wel l p lay,some div. Where, o Ben
Ilorlwt '08. Thnt guy loves me.
I love tho ocyen walls.' 1 heed to
¦
¦
pea!'. ' ' ' ¦¦ . . " . ' ,>/' ;:;i ' .V' ;: '¦¦'' :¦ '< ¦•: ', '

C olb y College Department of Securi ty
Incident Report Log

Nature:
Drunken Trustee
Larceny
Restraining Order
Citation
Felony
Misdemeanor
Citation
Citation (38)
Vandalism
Citation
Citation
Citation
.. . . Medical Response .
, Citation
.
Citation
Vandalism
Citations (400)
Noise complaint
Larceny

Date:
4/8/49
4/15/05
4/16/05
4/18/05
4/18/05
4/18/05
4/18/05
4/18/05
4/18/05
4/19/05
4/19/05
4/19/05
4/20/05
4/20/05
4/20/05
4/20/05
4/30/05
4/30/05
4/31/05

Time:
3:45 p.m.,
4:10 p.m.
2:55 a.m.
8:33 a.m.
10:40 p.m.
11:34 p.m.
7:35 p.m.
11:44 p.m.
11:44 p.m.
1:11a.m.
3:55 a.m.
11:32 p.m.
1:24 a.m.
2:15 a.m.
3:15 a.m.
3:20 a.m.
5:32 a.m.
6:55 p.m.
12:01 a.m.

Location:
Waterville main street
Dana Hall
Williams
Heights Lounge
Coombs Field
Lovejoy 100
Dano l-Inll
Woodman Hall
Cotter Union
AMS Hall
Piper Hall
AMS Hall
Averill Half
The Heights ,
Dana llnll
Danallnll
Mariner Hall
Eustis
Campus

Disposition:
WTVL PoIice
Security
WTVL PoIice
Security
WTVL PoIice
Security
Security
Security
WTVL PoIice
Deans Office
Security
Security
Health Center
Deans Office
Deans Office
Deans Office
Security
Security
Board of Time

Comments:
Screaming about communists
Abuse of inborn privilege.
Jonine, stop calling me...
Student accused of being "skctch-tastic.".
Nine players sucking nt once.
Public Urination.
!.
.
Open container—oh wait.,.
¦
.¦
Entire hall blazed as hell,
Chair thrown through Beastinlity Club window.
' ¦'„
Noise Complaint, Losers.
Real men drink on Piper balcony;
Get wasted dude.
Learn to drink, fool.
Whoop there it is. Tag team its back again.
Noise Complaint. Boring.
Broken ceiling tile. Is that Dana's biggest problem?,
Get'er done freshmen
Biikkake party! :
This day did not happen.
¦

¦

Unaemover off icer s y
attempts f oiled, again
By ANNOYING FRESHMAN 11
GOTCHA SUCKER

'..

'.

'.

' ..

LUCKY GUY

The Echo is all about "skimpy coverage. "

Waterville Deputy Police Chief
Sau l Sassy was spotted p layin g die at
an off-campus party at the Roadhouse
last Saturday, after reports that he had
been asking aroun d about the Colby
party scene.
Sassy had previously questioned
Echo rep orters about the location of
Doghead parties , promising he
"wouldn't reveal the source." The
weekend before he was sighted at the
Roadhouse, he arrested Tom Jones,
'08 for possessing a false ID. Jones
claims Sassy promised to "go easy" on
him if he would "give him the lowdown on what you kids are planning
next weekend." Jones said that when
he refused , Sassy told him he was
"really lame." "Really, I j u st felt sad
for the guy. I mean, wh o still uses
lame?" said Jones in an interview.
Sassy arrived at the party at around
10:30 p.m.' an d identified hi mself as
John Smith, a student at Un iversity of
Maine-Farmington, said Roadhouse
guests. "He was wearing dark glasses
and a 'College' shirt," said a source
who asked to remain nameless. "I didn 't really believe him, but he seemed
sor
t of desperate, so I took pity on him
and directed him to the keg."
Sassy's whereabouts are unaccounted for during the next hour. Reports
place him doing a keg stand at roughly 11:30 p.m., at which point his identity was relieved when his gun fell out
of his holster, which had been poorly
concealed beforehand un der a t ight
pair of acid-wash jeans. "I'd asked
him ear lier in the n ight if that was a
gun in his pants, or if he was just
happy to see me," B ob Butcher '08
said. "He told m e it was a gun, but I
figured he was just kidding. I didn 't
realize he was chief of police."
Upon discovering that "John

COMPLETE JACKASS

With the recent nationwide publicity buzz generated by the unique
new program that serves alcohol in
Dana Dining Hall, th e College 's
other dining halls have decided to
implement programs of their own
utilizing their own unique strengths
to attract more students.
Foss Dining Hall is attempting to
better serve its usual clientele of granola-munching, Birkenstock-wearing, tree-hugging hippies by offering
peyote and marijuana on Friday
nights. Serving hallucinogens will
help take the focus off the usual fare
that often looks more like tree bark
than edible product. In addition ,
"special" brownies for dessert will
keep the party going after the meal is
over. "Our hope is that the new additions will keep loyal Foss-itcs from
coming down from their perpetual
high during meals," Director of
Dining Services Varun Avasthi said,
Foss-ites were enthusiastic about
the new program, if not unintelligi¦—- """" -
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ble. "The tempeh speaks to me,"
Smokey Puffs '07 said. Sunshine
Hart '06 too k the stage to express
her support for the program declaring hersel f the "lizard king" and
attempting to dive into what she
thought was a giant bowl of miso
and tofu.
Foss is not the only dining hall
expanding its menu , though . In
keeping with its down-home, meatand-potntoes tradition, Roberts
Dining Hall will serve moonshine
and grain alcohol on Friday nights.
Dining Services has been scouring
the country to bring students a variety of offerings from across the
nation. Different weeks will feature
moonshine from everywhere from
the backwoods of Maine to the backwoods of.Kentuck y to the backwoods of West Virginia. Backwoods
is the theme,
Local hicks will be on hand some
evenings to describe their concoctions. Because moderation is the
name of the game, students will only
be allowed to drink until they exhibit the first signs of blindness. "Now I
can show everyone how fucked up I
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MASTER OF MOCKERY ',. '

Smith" was really Deputy Police
Chief Sassy, students became nervous,
and some attempted to flee. "But then
he told us to 'chill out.' He said we
shou ldn't 'have a cow' because he
wasn't 'some square' and he liked to
cut loose just like the rest of us. Then
he asked who wanted to- be his die
partner," Jones said.
"He was an enthusiastic learner,"
said his die partner Jamie Morse '06.
"Though I think by that point he was a
little worse for wear. I think he felt
really bad we were losing. He kept
assuring me he was. a "crack shot" on
the shooting range. At one point, he
talked about opening an investigation
to see if someone had tampered with
the die. Nervous laughter followed.
When I told him not to worry about
losing, he hugged me and said I was
like 'a brother from another mother.'
I'm not really sure what he meant, but
it was nice nonetheless."
By 1 a.m., Sassy was leading students i n wh at was described as a
"soulf u l" rendition of the Celine Dion
hit, "My Heart Will Go On." He was
brought home by students after accidently handcuffing himself to a rugby
player. "He'd had enough," said Jane
Green '05. "I didn't want him getting
taken advantage of."
Sassy was unavailable for comment on, Sunday. Officer Joe Friday,
who fielded the phone call, said Sassy
had called in around 10 a.m., saying
he th ought he had the flu and would
not be able to come in to the office.
Brendan said he was unable to comment about Sassy's whereabouts the
previous evening, but mentioned that
he believ ed hi s deputy ch ief had been
working on "some sort of Colby outreach" in the last few weeks. "He kept
wanting to kn ow where the kids hung
out, re ally made a p oint of it," Friday
said.

You may have seen him wandering through Dana, pumping the keg
at an off-campus house he doesn't
live at, or riding a mountain, bike
around campus in a perpetual haze,
sure
but you
haven't seen him in
class, on a sports
team or in a club.
He's Matt ' "The
MotherfuckinMan"
Lynes '05, and he's
been completely
wastedthe'last four
years of his life.
After entering
Colby, thanks to an
obvious mistake by
Admissions, Lynes
settled onto a couch
that he's rarely left
since. In between
watching Celtics
games, infomercials and ' early
morning exercise
programs he has
been able to maintain a 1.8^ grade
SHOOTING THE MOON
point average. "'D'
'
for degree, that's The motherfuckin'man.
my motto," Lynes
said, rolling over from what had MuleMatch list.
As far as his plans for the future,
been a long nap.
Lynes
is still unsure. "Whatever I
His busy schedule of sleepingand
I
don't
want to wake up before
eating hasn't allowed Lynes any do,
time to join even a single club at the noon,'' he said. Lynes ' li fe aspiraCollege, or ever set foot on an ath- tions mclude driving a car with a
letic field, but he has "managed to missile launcher on it, though he
gain 60 pounds and find a cap that may be confusing this with a recent
fits his comically oversized head. dream he had involving a car with a
"That hat was a major project, three missile launcher and several "really
years in the making," he said.
hot chicks," he said.
"Those are the kind of dreams I
Asked how he manages to fill his
days, given his minimal scholarly could have my entire life," Lynes
commitment and complete lack of said as he rolled over into his sofa
extracurricular activities, Lynes crumbling up what sounded to be
responded by standing up and begin- half a bag of Doritos.

Diamond building actually rectangular, whoops

Dining halls to it^iibp
By BARRY McCOCKENER

ning a game of Super Mario 3. "I'm
dominating," Lynes said, warping to
World 8 within ten minutes before
ending the game early to catch a
rerun of "30 Minute Meals".
Although his brilliance hasn't
shown through in the classroom,
Lynes has been a pioneer in calling
girls he doesn 't know on his

By RADASSNET •
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can get at dinner, I can handle any
fuckin ' booze," football player Jake
Walker '06 said, adding, "Fuck
yeah!"
Even Dana, the dining ha ll th at
sta rted it all , is expanding their program and will focus on the "col lars
up" crowd with cocaine on Saturday
nights. "Fantastic," Thurston Wells
III '06 said. "There aren't enough
urinals in Dana to blow lines of coke
off, this solves the problem!" Most
other Dana regulars were too busy
talking on their cell phones to comment.
Response to the program so far
has been mostly positive. While
some have criticized offering recreational drugs and 190 proof liquor at
dining halls, students and administrators point out that it helps prepare
students for life after college. "Some
may see this program as controversial," Vice President for Student
Affairs and Denn of Students Janice
Kassman said. "But it's all about
education. Students are going to
need to know how to frcebasc
cocaine once they 're in the business
world."

there are your rhombuses, which are sort of a
HE SMELLS FUNNY
more blunter diamond, I
mean the li st cou ld go
on and on."
Confounding
the
Director of Student
attempts of architects,
Acti v itie s
K el ly
administrators
and
Wharton then suggested
trustees to design a suitthat members of the
able home for the social
Colby community be
sciences at Colby, the
asked to decide which
proposed Diamond builddiamond shape serve as
ing continues to appear
the model for the buildrectangular.
ing.
"It's a major hurdle I
"No way," replied
fear we simply will not be
Dean of .Students Janice
able to overcome,"
Kassman, "we don 't
explained chief architect
RENDERINS COURTESY OF nOWUN' N IOOKIN' FOR ACTION
want to give that crazyIget Payd last Monday at An architects ' rendering of the new Diamond Building.
tree-hugging English
special building update
professor another opportunity to write a
meeting, "I. know, I know," he added, those diamond marshmallows?"
"that guy who gave us all the money 's
When Payd corrected Diamond , petition. She'll probably say a good
last name is not 'rectangle,' but it's a noting that General Mills and not diamond shape looks like a beech tree."
To this, many trustees laughed.
building. Buildings look rectangular." Kellogg makes Lucky Charms, he was
As
of now, plans for the new buildMany trustees, notably Neil asked to leave.
ing
have
reached a deadlock . Planners
Diamond '70, expressed frustration at
Other planners explained at the
the Inability of planners to make his meeting that the real "diamond prob- expressed hope towards the end of the
building look like his last name. lem" lay in the fact that none of them meeting that the literal demands of
"Look, I had Lucky Charms this could really agree on what the shape Diamond will be- lessened in the
morning for breakfast. If you can't fig- of a diamond is. "There are all types of future. "Look around campus. When
ure out how to make this building look diamonds," one said, "there is your they built Mudd , I bet that dude never
like n diamond , then maybo'd you run-of-the-mill parallelogram , which said it had to be adobe. We need a litwant to ask Kellogg how they make kind of looks like a diamond , and then tle bit of creative freedom here,"
By THAT GUY
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'. Prof ound exp eriences richies can never have
¦

Money isn *t real!
$41,700 - does that mean anything to you? It shouldn 't. Money
is not real. Money is silly, a silly concept. This year, the Echo boycotted money in general. We do not pay bills, we pay our staff arbitrary salaries, what does it matter? Money is NOT real. Do NOT
listen to your parents, do NOT listen to your econ professor, and do
NOT listen to the board of trustees. MONEY IS NOT REAL! .
Sadly, the real world is not as enlightened'as our editorial staff;
and so The Echo would like to suggest what you do .with those
dirty, germ infested bills; Origami. If that doesn't light your fire,
use money for rolling papers! Failing that, take a page out of your
fellow students'books and adopt the following attitude; ¦ .
When tlie laundry machine asks you for $2.75 (We think that
might be the price, we're not really sure, it goes on our card), just
shrug and say "eh." Better yet, send your laundry out—money
isn't real!
When the library sends you emails about overdue library books,
just say "the library is'so far! They can wait until I go to Bobs for
grilled cheese day."You know what, don't even return your booksmoney isn't real!
When you have to'choose between new books and used copies,
j ust say "I really like the new cover, and the $127.00 difference is
not that big of a deal." Buy all new books-money isn't real!
When you think about what you have to do this summer,just say
"I think I'll go to Peru and teach English [read: teach Beer Die],
really find myself." Don't get a job-money isn't real!
When you're hungry, and the dining hall seems too far away
(you live in Foss), just say "Lets order WHOP!" In fact, order it for
the whole hall-money isn't real!
When there is nothing else to do on Saturday you might as well
go to Freeport and buy yet another white Polo shirt. Say to your
roommate, "So what if I already have five? Its on sale!" You see,
Polo shirts are real, money is not!
When you have any type of major (or minor) purchase, just
remember "I'll charge it to my dad's card."Money, especially your
parent's money, isn't ical!
Once you've become thoroughly desensitized to the concept of
cash, you are ready for our last tip, the sign that you have truly
assimilated to life in the Colby Bubble:
When Bro gives you $5k for technology related expenses, blow
it on a new computer, a fancy camera and, {shhh...) kegs! Why?
Because money is not real!
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SPECIALS Jill

Milwaukee's Best Light and Ice 18
packs
Sam Adams Winter and White Ales

$5.99 ++
$12.99 ++

a case

Shipyard Winter Ale
¦

$10.99 ++

Geary's Winter Ale

$12.99 ++

Mike's Hard Lemonade

$10.99 ++
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a case

a case

a case

Open Sun.-Wed. until 9 p.m., Thurs.
unt ^ ^ P'm '' Fr*' *^ at# unt^ Midnight
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We now have the largest selection of domestic
and import beers in Central Maine

873-6228

yOK& S -, joiCAS' DISCOUNT BEVERAG ES
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This is the very sort of expiriation
that I only can recollect upon with
tacit trepidation while pouring myself
a cup of whole milk augmenting my
evening repast at the Foss dining hall.
When I see that milk, I am contented;
I see the beaming ivory of a memoryI
once had. The white to contrast the
blue of my collar and the white to
drink of once the very calf that I had
given birth to—er, aided in the process
By WICKED FARTSMUCKER
of birth to—on my farm where I
UNBEARABLE PONTIRCATOR
understood as no one else could
The morning sun gleamed off the cooped up in their New Canaan
placenta. It was dawn, I was eight and estates what it means to live.
I do not to judge. •¦' ¦•
we were birthing a calf. It's one of my
fondest memories of the farm;
Rather, judge me, for I am simply
whether in a stall or in the pasture, attempting to remember, recall,
whether in the heart of winter or the dredge up, harken back to, reminisce,
sweltering heat of the summer,there is evoke, summon up, bring to mind, the
nothing quite like watching new life experiences I have had and that you
appear from the labor pangs of have not.
Does the sun rising over my shoulbirthing.

der while I grasp the udder of a cow,
holding it steady while a calf slowly
emerges, watching the eventual cycle
of livelihood completing itself remind
me of anything besides childhood;
does it remind me of anything besides
various health center irregularities that
I cannot go into specific detail over?
;
'
. No.
The birthing of the calf begins
when the sack of water ruptures. The
fluids burst forth like the deluge Noah
once encountered as the Lord chose
only a few of the most hardy people to
survive, and the miracle of life begins.
I ¦ reach my < well-worn hands deep
inside the mother cow and pull the
calf towards me.
As the mother cow stands with
afterbirth hanging out of her, I feel
warmth, affection, tenderness, love,
kindness and then something that goos
across my arm like the sweat that

pours over my shoulder while I ride a
tractor across the virgin field in early
spring. This is life and as I reach my
filthy proletarian hands into the womb
I consume it, become it, remove it,
and withhold it from the mother cow
until I, too, bring life into this world.
The cycle completes itself and I
wonder why Colby grades its students
on such an easy scale. "Why?" I ask,
"Can no professor asses students by
their worth to how well they can hold
onto the essence of life, a calf in this
instance, and then drag it into the
world by the certainly, absoluteness
and dexterity with which they handle
a calf?"
Some truths, however absolute,
may never be known by man; to the
farm I return, though, to have some
fresh butter.

dissatisfaction of the student body.
Senior UN researcher Ido
Nothing said "We were quite surprised when we analyzed the data,
but it is clear Omar Bashir's criminal war negatively impacts the student's fun on campus."
Upon hearing this news the Colby
student body was enraged by the
Sudanese government sponsored war.
"This is outrageous, this is criminal, it
needs to stop immediately" said
Colby student Rich P. Reppie, and
then noted "ever since this war thing
started , shotgunning a Natty in the
Dana bathroom is just not what it used
to be."
Students soon formed protests and
stormed Bro's office demanding
action against the Sudanese government. When they learned Bro had lit-

tle influence on criminal regimes
abroad some students marched to
Washington and others considered
enlisting in the Sudan Liberation
Army, the main rebel movement in
Darfur."We need to stand up for what
is right," said Susie Hockup "and the
genocide is definitely not right."
The Colby football team also
demonstrated its anger towards
Khartoum by demolishing each and
every exit sign on campus and publicly pissing on the library steps.
"There is nothing better than destruction for a good cause. I can't wait for
the genocide to stop so I can finally
have a good hookup again" said team
captain Harry Backs.
Activist groups which had desperately been trying to raise awareness
prior to the study were uncertain on

how to deal with the sudden interest
in Darfur. "We definitely welcome
the new vigor," said Oedric Covens
"but we wished people would care
more about the Darfurians, and not
only their beer."
Today, after half a year of student
pressure and having their ambassador kidnapped by a group of
unidentified
Colby
students,
Khartoum seemed posed to intervene and mollify the students. The
regime has sent 100 gallons of beer
to Colby and is promising anything
from cheap drugs and slave labor to
prostitutes. Whether their measures
will work has yet to be determined,
but it is certain the students will not
relent until the party scene has been
fully restored.

Darfur genocide linked with laming party scenes
By DR. ALEXIN TEXAN

WAIT TILL I GET TENURE, WORM

Last fall the UN sponsored a study
which was to investigate the relationship of the genocide in Darfur with the
levels of partying at Colby College.
The researchers came to the surprising
conclusion that the atrocities committed overseas directly impact the campus social scene.
Although the reasons for the correlation remains a total mystery, the
group's findings are unequivocal and
unambiguous, an d show that the
Sudanese government's culling of ethnic Africans directly contributes to the
laming of campus parties, to the
greater crackdown by campus security,decreased drunkenness and general

PEOPLE ACTUALLY WRITE US?
Due to space constraints over the
course of the semester, there were a
whole series: of letters to the editor
v
tMi'We
Sv'e&&naBleto print. Because
they yyrigre >: %
all correspondences
between English Professor Lindy
Tattlebomb and student Tavis Grundle
'07 regarding the holy beech trees, we
decided to print them next to each
other and in succession.

Beech treesare a poplarpart of this communi ty 2111
To the Editor:
I am wilting to express to the Colby
community my feelings of utter
despair at the lack of administration
and student concern regarding the
plight of the Cotter beech trees. It
seems that, even after a valiant struggle on the part of the faculty, these two
brilliant symbols of natural peace and
unity are doomed to a cold and ignominious end.
When I first put forth my own
Cotter renovation proposal in Olin 1
six scintillating weeks ago, I truly felt
as if my cause had captured the spiritual force of the student body. My
blueprints, which were so carefully
planned, received nothing but
applause at that meeting. In truth, I felt
somewhat like a Colby Moses. And
why not? Expansion away from the
trees would allow more space for student common space, and allow for
natural sunlight. Inclusion of the trees
within the expansion would bring a
flow of holistic wellness thnt dead

plastic cannot give. The ch'i of this
College would be beautifully aligned.
Yet the administration pressed
doggedly on, and without any.^sistance on the part of the studentjbpdy;:
No doubt the architect has already
begun to sharpen his proverbial axe. I
again implore the student body, as
chiefs and shamans of this Colby
tribe, to rise in defense of your bigtrunked brethren, Their ancient roots
may be entangling the bodies of your
ancestors.
Lindy Tattlebomb
Herb Applewhite Professor of
English and Kool-Aid

Let 'smovebeyondthebeechtrees
2111
To the Editor:
I was disappointed , to say the
least, to read Professor Tattlebomb's
latest letter about the Cotter beech
trees. She is attempting to overturn
decisions that were fixed long ago.
To put it bluntly, she's just beating a
dead horse.
Her "carefully planned" blueprints,
which were all hand-drawn charcoal
sketches, had their time before PC
and College Affairs. After extensive
debate, it was decided that they were
neither sensible nor cost-effective,
Expansion away from the trees would
require demolition of the Student Post
Office, and there arc middle-aged gay
men who call those back rooms home.
If they built around the trees, custodians would have to deal with squirrels

as often as students. Besides, the Quit it with the frign treepuns
cost to change the architect's blueprints (which didn't look like scrib- 2/29
-j
•; '¦ :> ;< :,< ¦ • '• ¦ . . ¦!. ¦ . j• . i : s - i r ;
bles) would be huge. And honestly1, ru :iJ i'i;
;
1
!
cy(?h6 doesn't love the sound of niecli- ' H61y rusted metal, could you BE
anized progress screaming over more'of a frog-kissing, granola-sucking hemp wench? Is Gaia on the
whiny nature?
Board
of Trustees? Has she demandLastly, I'd like to remind the
ed
her
own coffee lounge? Oooh, I
Professor that neither of these beech
don't
think
so.
trees are over 60 years old. They are
Oh, and don't give me that crap
not ancient relics. My Woodsmen
teammates and I have felled a hundred about failing my roommate. He's a
trees twice as old. We offered to chop math major. He's also far too civilized
this one down. They aren't ancient to take English. HA! And even if he
relics. My grandfather's ten years weren't, I'm the one with the chainsaw. Actually—fiick this. I'm going
older, and way more valuable.
over right now.
Tavis Grundle '07
President of Dirty Sturty

They're notjustpainsiti the ash 2/28

NaaaaMH!

2/29 12:30 pm

To the Editor:
Nonono! The architect hasn't
My own small piece of Gaia, our
kind Earth Mother, trembled when I returned my calls yet! Get away from
read another of Mr. Grundle's terrify- those trees, you horrendous monster!!
ing antagonisms. The untruths of his, NonononoIneedthetreestogettenureNo
which The Echo has allowed into noaaaaaaaaaaaaaa! *choke* *gag*
print, represent an ignorant, speciesist
mindset that I thought had been Feeliti'like aman...
destroyed by the Plant Rights
Movement.
2/29 12:32pM
I have worked endless hours for the
well-being of our foliage friends. I
Oh! Oh! I'm stepping up to the
have forgone food; the editor will tell
you I eat wild mushrooms on a regu- beech tree in Carhartt's! Ohhh shit!
What now?
lar basis,
See you on Earth Day, BIATCH!
Please, Tavis, examine your heart.
?RRRAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
Please don't make me go onto the
Facebook and find your roommates in AWWWWRRRRRR*
my 115 class.
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Colby: Mayf lower Hill -iimsedwoef ullyumme
p ared to rep el massive zombie inf estation
—*
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By BRUCE CAMPBELL

: BEEN THROUGH THIS SHIT

,. , A rece nt st u dy conducted in relation to a little-known senior biology
seminar revealed an alarming fact
about the . Colby campus: it is almost
indefensible in the event of a massive
attack. When
zombie
Mayflower Hill is beset by hordes
of the r isen dead , will we have a
chan ce? .
Studies show that during the typical zombie infestation, 98% of people.in a given area become part of
the horde. Survivors are most likely
to be a varied mix including, but not
limited to: one panicky, scantily
cl ad fem ale , on e white male jerk,
one hardcore male who has already
encounter ed the liv in g dead , and
sev eral people who will die too soon
to matter. Allowing for the keen
in tellects of Colby stud ents, possibly fi v e per cent of people (n inety)
could make it to safety. But is there

, - .W :¦¦ ¦'> ' . '¦ ¦

ingredients
were
promising.
Unfortunately, most had too many
ground-floor windows, t oo close
quarters, or were pronounced unfit
to sustain psychological stability in
an extended siege. Deciding to
focus on food sources, Dana was
investigated but disqualified due to
the impossibility of defending the
,
large windows.
Discouraged, we headed over to
the
Mary
Low/Foss
area.
Alarmingly, there already seemed to
be a minor zombie infestation in
Woodman. However, they. _had
apparently, curbed jtheir desire for
brains and were instead feasting on
cocoa puffs; they were deemed
harmless by the team's zombie
behaviorologist. None of the dorms
had much to offer, with low visibility, many entrances and general
unpleasantness. On the brink of
despai r, we headed into the dining
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entrance and would be cornered .and
.
Initially it app ear ed that F oss consumed in short order. Second,
would go the way of Dana, made th ere are relat ively few anti-undead
illegitimate by it s large banks of weapons available ;in case of such
windows. However, in Foss, the an emergency. Given that the
AIZ's experts . quickly discov ered Federal ban on assault weapons has
the one 'chance for survivors at recently expired , this is an unforgivColby: the cage. The cage is what able oversight. Though there may be
the dining h a ll staff dr ops down more glory in'striking down zombiduring the night tb keep their cere- fied classmates with an ice axe from
als safe from night stalkers. It is the Outing Club, n othi n g says "surdesigned specifically to keep hordes vival" like an autoshotgun or dual
of brain-dead, ravenous post-ado- Mac-lOs.
lescents at bay. In the case o'f a zomr
On the AIZ's preparedness scale
bie invasion , this is where you want for colleges and universities, Colby
to be. The team quickly drew up a received a two-out-of-ten, where ten
plan for a defen sive strategy, titled is West Point arid zero is UVM
"Fortress Foss" (fi g. 1).
(already overtaken). And Colby 's
Unfortunately, there remain seri- rank will remain, until a bunker
ous problems that must be with " automated machine-gun
addressed before Colby can consid- emplacements is integrated into the
er itself truly prepared. First, if the Diamond Building. Then, the dead
attack occurs at ni ght , refugee stu- may stay in their graves.
dents wou ld n ot be able to gai n
hall.

Unfortunately,
there remain
serious problems that must
be addressed
before Colby can
consider itself
truly prepared.
safety on May flower Hill?

According to Dr. Mortsted of the
American
Institution
for
Zombology (AIZ), fo ur factors are
essential for creation and maintenance of an anti-zombie stronghold:
visibility, a food sour ce, a weapon s
cache (the bigger the better) an d
sm all , defensible entrances. With
this in m i n d , the AIZ and I evaluated the Colby campus.
We disqualified most academic
bu i ldi n gs imm ediately due to their
size,;,multi p licity of entrances an d
lack .of provisions. The science
complex had much to offer, including facilities to synthesize weaponsgrade chemicals that could' be used
to immolate the brain-craving masses. Yet it was disqualified due to the
wide passages between buildings
and, the fact that , if an undead infestation occurs, it will most likely
originate on the third floor of Mudd
at three in the morning.
The dorms were next. We had
high hopes for Frat Row; the dorms'
size and wealth of molotov cocktail

Golby Echo 's financial
disaster overtakes stock
market crash of 1987
By PAYME? HELL YEAH
BORING MAN IN A CHEAP' SUIT

Waterville, ME - Panic and disbelief rushed over Wall Street on
Tuesday as credit rater Moody 's
downgraded the debt of the Colby
College Echo from B to C. The dramatic move, followed immediately
by similar announcements from
Standard & Poors and Fitch, officially
slashed the troubled
publishing giant's
credit rating to
"junk" status..
"I guess I should
have; seen it coming," said Teve
Sweinberg, Editor in
Chief of the embattled
publication.
"We had a chance to
hedge our interest
rate risk way back in
December
with
Eurodollar futures. I
passed up the opportunity however, and
in stead gave the Echo bank account
number to Mr. Howgul Abul Arhu, a
Nigerian businessman desperately in
need of an American citizen to accept
a $47 million wire transfer. That, coupled with the fact that we stopped
billing our advertisers and spent all
our petty cash on lap dances at the
Bob Inn, left us in a real fucking
mess."
In a last ditch effort to remain solvent, the Echo simply stopped paying
its bills. "Oh we kept printing, but we

didn't pay for it - that much I can
guarantee you. It was just our little
secret, kin d of like statutory rape,"
said Nels Follower, the Echo's recently indicted Business Manager.
While similar- accounting tricks
were employed at Enron and
Worldcom to grow earnings for
years without drawing suspicion, it
was only a m atter of mont h s before
Kelliot Spitzer, Director of Student
Activities, subp oena ed all records
an d called for a full
blown SEC investigation. "I didn 't
want to be a total
cun t abo u t it," stated Spitzer, "but I
couldn't very well
ignore this kind of
blatant irresponsibility."
Stock exchanges
ar ound the world ,
from the NASDAQ
in New York to the
Deutsche
Bors
exchange
in
Germany, immediately suspen ded trad in g and planned
to k eep thei r d o ors cl osed on
Wed n esday follow ing the su dden
imp losion of the Echo. "This disaster makes LTCM and October of '87
look like a couple of real pussies,"
said Ru ther Michaelford , an alyst at
PJ Morgan & Associates. "Where
the m arkets ,- humanity, an d the
course of world history go from
he r e, I simp ly do n't know. I think
we. might be fucked."

Stock exchanges
around the
world...immediately suspended
trading...on
Wednesday , following the sudden implosion of
The Echo.

Interview: Give me liberty,
and make him firewood
By S. TEEN WHINEBEER
ANOTHER CURIOUS IDIOT

The ycbn' if ovef sy over the Cotter
beech trees has honestly been driving
me, S; Whinebeer (Echo head swami)
up the goddam wall. So, like the crack
journalist I tell eveiyone I am, I went
right to the source: the trees. Here s'
the transcript. Apparently, their
names are Rickyand Framine.
GRAPHIC COURTESY OF NONE OF YOUR DAMN BUSINESS

This rough schematic outlines the advantages of barricading Foss Dining Hall in the event of zombie attack.
Students are requested and required to memorize this map in the case of a—HOLYCRAP!Dave! Areyou okay?
That was a tight shave, buddy. Youdidn 't get anything on you, did you? Thank God—why do you keep snorting
like that? Duuuuude, what the hell?! Awwwwwno...

Generation X? Ohhh no. More like Generation SEX!
By KATERINA BRZCHVKSK

body was aching and pulsing, quivering like a little leaf, so eager to
learn, learn, learn! For eighteen
We are born weak, we need years I had lived with the cherry of
strength; help less, we need aid; ignorance, and it was time for that
foolish, we need reason. All that we cherry to be popped. My arrival at
lack at birth, all that we need when Colby brought different findings.
we come to a man 's estate, is the gift
All my dreams about college will
of education.
be forever limited to the characters
—Jean-Jacques Rousseau
I try to finish up all my work by
five PM, Friday so 1 can get back in
time for my crew's TGIF "Friends"
marathon. Regretfully, however, I
found myself in Miller quite late
Inst week, finishing up a dissertation I am co-writing with a professor. I descended the stairway from
heaven around eight. What I saw
upon my return continues to haunt
me: Miller Library was nearly
empty. I ran down to the street,
assuming there was some sort of
snack study break extravaganza.
Nothing, It wns just mo and the
ghosts of other students who once
knew whnt it meant to truly love
education. And there was one freshof the PBS edition, "Anno of
man psych major named Phil.
I When I received my acceptance Avoloa" video. The scholars of
letter three years ago I wept like an yester-year are dead , nnd what wo
infant. I was elated that I would have in their places are post-adolesfinally have tho opportunity to cent, alcoholic zombies interested
attend one of the top libera l arts in nothing more hedonistic party ritschools in the country, Of course, I uals and Satan. Last month I tried to
expected to make friends and have rally companions , to attend Lt.
'fun. Month/, I wns ripe nml ready to General :;':' Romeo'
Dnllaire 's
pick'(he brains of some of the lend? ''Shadows of Rwanda" book signing
ing academic minds' alive, The on a Saturday night. \"iYou should
anticipation during the Inst months come," I told n peer, "A signed book
of high school wns excruciating. My is worth its weight in gold." What
LT. COLONEL,ARMY OF RIGHTEOUSNESS

When I received
my acceptance
letter three
years ago I wept
like an infant. I
was elated that I
would...attend
one of the top
schools in the
country.

returned my gaze was the vacant involved in meaningless sexual
stare of what was clearly a habitual pleasure out of love and wedlock, I
marijuana user, who had nothing was up on third floor Miller having
intelligent to contribute whatsoever intellectual orgasms with Kant.
I am the last student standing. I
except for the exclamation ,
am
the first one at Olin, the last one
shook
my
"LAME!" Lame? 1 just
to
leave.
I see you outside with your
head in disdain.
puffing away your
cancer
sticks,
Since when did "lame" become
the conscientious decision to avoid mindless existences and your
enlightenment and opt instead for expensive educations. I see you
substance abuse to the point at sneaking coffee from the staff room
which one 's health is endangered? in Eustis, when you arc obviously
Since when is it "lame" to get my not employed in that building. No,
favorite book signed by a veritable you are of a different cartel: that of
celebrity, while other school mates the drug trade. So smoke your lungs
have anonymous, promiscuous sex? away and ruin your heart with cafThat sex , might I add , when it is an feine. This world is better off withalcoholrinduccd , random occur- out you anyway. Congratulations. If
rence is nothing more than mutual your goal is to become the spoiled
masturbation , as well as a very good in grates of generation X than you
way to spread venereal disease. The have indeed found success.
so-cnllcd "stoncr" wandered away,
presumably to get more mind-altering drugs. Grateful once again for
the Gideon 's Bible in my room, I
went home nnd resolved to pray for
his fallen soul.
Xskowho a an ^S
1 enjoy sex as much ns the next
^
^
girl , but personally, curling up in
SELF-STO RAGE
bed with n good romance novel is
more thnn enough sex for me, I get
off to Danielle Steele , not Jnck
Daniels , and I'm not even a lesbian!
Henry & Joan Tmvors
Call me old fashioned, but I don 't
want to feel like n hypocrite in a
whito dress on my wedding day.
Ken Bcrrnnn should give away his
princess knowing Ail! well thnt her
judgment was never marred one
240 WalaivllloRood • 2Q74744S07
night on a drunken mistake. P.O. Oox flflO • 8kow*i6|jan, Malno 04W6
Because when other people wore

SW:-So, you two have caused quite
the stir among the human residents of
May/lower Hill. What s' your impression of this whole event?
R: Psycha-fri ggin-delic. I've been
able to hear the arguments in Bro's
office in Euseless from here. I'm pretty pumped, actually-though I have to
say it freaked the hell out of me the
way that chick , with the glasses keeps
coming here at 2 in the morning and
putting her hands all over me.
F: She was kissing your stumps.
And moaning.
R: I know, babe. But what the
Christ was I supposed to do?
F: Fine. I'm not mad, Fine. They're
just gonna cut us down anyway.
R: Baby, don 't talk like that, now-

F: NO! Shut up R ick! You 're
so...aaauugh! Whatever! I'm glad
were gonna die. At least then there
'won't be eighteen-year-olds whizzing
on my roots and hooking up underneath my boy friend j u st beca u se the
godda m p u b's right over there.
That s' true. But what have you two
done yourselves to help affect the outcome of the decision?
R: Uhhh, well , I've been try in g to
spread out and give some better shade
toF: Sending squirrels to die in
Kassman 's garage.
Nice.Now here s' the kicker: What if
I told you that the architect changed
the plans, and that only one of you has
to go?
R: CommasayWHATnow?
F: Are you kidding me? If it's him,
I'll have to hear it all the way to the '
lumberyard.
Yeah, it 's the truth, and...uli..it s'
going to be Francine, because she s'
farther from the spa. How does that
make you feel?
F: HAI
R: WH...DUUUDE!
F: Oh what NOW, priviledged
BEE-OTCH! VAGINAS RULE!!!!!
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SPB's lame. Forget80% come dressed as yourself
By J ULIANNA NOELLE
VON DUTCH III
A&E WHORE
Despite the SGA's successful
attempt at a "Rah Rah Colby 's Number
19 Party!" after dropping two places,
from #17 to #19 on the list of
America's top colleges, Colby students
are still feeling the need to prove their
worth by showing their true colors.
Enter: "The Dress-As-YourselfParty!"
Recently, there has been an upsurge
in this category of fiesta. Emails,
phone chain s and flyers everywhere
are raving, "The Preppy Party is
unique, be-yourself fun!"
Students are instructed to wear anything polo, everything "popp ed" an d a
cashmere kn it cardigan or two (if th ey
aren 't at the dry cleaners.) "It's how
we show Harvard who's boss,"
explained Colby King '05 , "Plus, it
makes the ladies go crazy." He then
added with a scoff, "Obviously."
Last weekend, 1was chatting on my
Motorola A 840 (a new model that can
only be referred to as "chic") with
Katie Puck-Fuck'08 about which
party to attend: Orange Crush (80's
attire), the raging off-campus Road
House, or, of course, the Preppy Parry
in Hillside.
I explained to Puck-Fuck, "Well, I
j u st threw on my Seven Jean s, JCrew
belt, and a Ralph Lauren-T to go to

PHOTO SLAV6THE FINANCIAL WRECKO

Preps Dominate: My mom always told me to "Be yourself"...Nowyou can!
the P rep Party!"

we both simultaneously
chimed, "Abbreviations are so fetch."
After a few giggles, Puck-Fuck
explain ed that she, too, had just gotten dressed, "Mini skirt...knee-high
black boots...low cut polo—Hey! 1
guess I don't have to change my
outfit after all!"
Without further discussion, PuckFuck threw on her Burberry raincoat
to shield her from the April Showers
and rushed to my room on frat row.
When Puck-Fuck finally arrived at
my door step, she was the shining
At this,

image of a Preppy Freshman girl.
And not wearing anything revealing
at all! "You look pretty," I told her,
"Love the boots."
"Thanks, whore," she replied,
"Those Sevens are to die for."
After tossing back a few shots of
Grey Goose, we hit the streets and
eventually arrived in Marriner.
OH—the colors—OH the styles—it
was like the Spring issue of
Abercrombie Magazine all over again.
I hadn't seen that many Polo shirts
since, well, 12 noon lunch in Dana.
Man, had I been deprived.

As I approached the bar, the host of
the party, White Boys Can-Rap '07
nodded his head at my pink—I mean
salmon—Polo-T with a devilish sneer.
"Nice shirt," he commented.
"Thanks, White Boy," I returned
glancing down at—Aha!—he was
wearing the same salmon-colored-T
that I was! "You're looking pretty
snazzy yourself," I added with a wink.
I know we both felt a real connection. Needless to say, we returned to
the party thirty minutes later. Hair
slightly ruffled—his tie a bit loose.
Man, we were looking more
Nantucket than ever!
"What would your mom say?"
Puck-Fuck asked as I stumbled back
into the party.
"Well, I did show him my true
colors," I replied. "And look—".!
added, nodding in his direction, "I
can tell everything about him..." It
was a Dress-As-Yourself Party, after
all. "And mom always said get to
know the guy first."
With rumors of last weekend s
Dress-As-Yourself Party still circulating, it's clear that the Prep Party will
not be a short lived trend.
In light of Loudness Weekend I'll
be holding a Pre-gaming Dress-AsYourself-Party on the second floor of
Johnson. Wear your collars up and
your ties loose. I'll be waiting.
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Spring Break 2005.

Travel with STS

America's #1 Student Tour
. Operator to Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas and Florida.
Now hiring on-campus reps.
Call for group discounts.
Information/ Reservations
1-800-648-4849 or
www.ststravel.com
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Account Info:
Name:

Janice "Iron Lady" Kassman

Member Since;

4ever

Last Update:

2:11 a.m. 5/5/05

Basic Info:
School:

Colby College

Status:

Not "activist"

Concentration:

Administration,students,
short-bus driving

Mailbox:

I like blue mailboxes

Birthday:

A long long time ago in a place

I Here's What's Playing Fri.
I April 29 through Thurs. May 5

H ome Town:

Al bion , ME

High School:

Not important

8
CRASH
I R Nightly at 5:00, 7:00 and
18:55; also matinees Sat. and Sun.
1
at 1:00 and 3:00

jjkasma@colby.edu,

Ithe ballad of jack and

far far away

Contact Info:
Email:

broadwayqueeen@hotmail.com
Screenname:

DeantMis behavin

Phone:

207-555-6969

Website:

www.bates.edu

Personal Info:
Interested In:

Rule of law

Relationship Status: Open to making new friends who
expand Colby's intellectual environ.ment
Political Views:

Where no one is hurt

Panel discussions,speak outs,things
tha t are nice
Clubs and Jobs: I manage to keep busy, BMR

Interests: .

Favorite Music:

BMR

Favorite Books:

Race Matters by Cornell West

Favorite Movies: All of the Godfathers,they Inspire me.
Favorite Quote:

"Hey." Unattrlbuted.

ROSE
j
8 R Nightly at 7:20 and 9:30; also
matinees Sat. and Sun. at 12:05
|

8 THE UPSIDE OF ANGER
I R Nightly at 4:50, 7:10 and
19:20; also matinees Sat. and Sun.
| at 12:30 and 2:40
I
|

DOWNFALL
R Nightly at 4:30

1 FAKE.IT

¦
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Wlllam F. Kenan Jr.
Professor of Government
and Director of the
Goldfarb Center for Public
Affairs and Civic

Steven Weinberg

Engagement L, Sandy
Molsel

"Yo J-Kass,missln It like no other over here In LA.
College days 4ever..."puff puff pass, Kassl" hehehe.
Love ya babel"
-Paris
I will never forget the Doghead we spent together. K and

B forever, lets chill soonl

Hey Janice. Still haven't heard back from you. Didn't you
receive my numerous calls,emails,letters? It's okay
though. There's still some time to sign the petition.
Beech trees 4 eval - Your homeglrl, LT
Glad you liked the show,hope you enjoyed the afterparty
too... ;) -Mr. Colby

Hillary R. Clinton

' Linda Tatelbaum

I'm a blg-tlmo Broadway musical producer,saw you as
Peter Pan, nice moves can I get In touch with you for
lucrative caroouNOTIIUII -Bro (Jkjk,loll)

The lighting here is far from being
innovative, like the "night-vision"
method employed in the Paris Hilton
tape. I would've liked to see more liberty taken with the lighting—after all,
lighting is a very important and often
under appreciated aspect of cinema.
In addition to the poor lighting,
the camera work is very spotty.
Throughout the film 's 12-minute
running time, the camera is mostly
static, like a circa 1920s film (before
the advent qf multiple camera angles
and shots utilized in Welles's
"Citizen Kane"). The only camera
movement in the film occurs
towards the end of the action (the
finale if you will), when a "craneshot" is cleverly employed to decidedly dramatic effect.
Furthermore, a higher quality camera could've been used (digital). Even
though most sex tapes utilize your
everyday low-resolution camcorder; I
am personally recommending that
future couples make the rum to digital. While the traditional video camera
displays a grainy image, granting the
film a more reai
lstic feel (like "The
Blair Witch Project"), the picture
quality is still deficient. - ,
In order to appropriately assess the
impact of this scandal, I hit the streets
and asked both students and faculty
for their thoughts on the film.
A female stu dent, who I will identify as Laura, acknowledged "it was
hot", while a male student who I will
identif y as Jef f deemed the ending
"unsatisfactory."
_ Additionally, a high-ranking faculty member named William, said
lnary
"Sw ift an d f or ce ful discipi
action must be taken. But first, I will
be holding a v iew in g session today
from 1-1:12 in my chambers in
order to properly evaluate the film you're, all welcome to join me clothing optional."
Personally, I enjoyed the film.
While I had a few problems with the
lack of creativity, ultimately, they
were, mere .peccadilloes,. i!$r.g}ye,;tr|e
film .a thurnbup any day,- ._ .
.,

By OHDA BURN

I HEART FEMALE ORGASM

A graphic sex tape has circulated
throughout campus and , found its
way into the offices of The Echo. I
will rule on the side of discretion and
not reveal the identities of the individuals involved.
However, with the recent surfeit of
celebrity sex tapes making huge
splashes in the public discourse, I feel
obligated to report on this one. After
all, the world's foremost film critic
and historian, Roger Ebert, got his
start reviewing porn—so this endeavor couldn't possibly be below me.
For starters, the tape contains a
man and a woman, engaged in an
eclectic mix of sexual positions,
from the usual missionary fare to
other, more exotic arrangements fit
for a contortionist.
Suffice it to say that this couple is
very limber, an attribute that could
quite possibly be credited to Yogalates
or other unusual forms of exercise. I
struggle to touch my own toes, so
watching these two rubber bodies go
at it at least prompted this critic to
consider the inclusion of stretching
into some sort of daily routine.
Both members (no pun intended) of
this tryst are also extremely vocal,
shouting commands and assigning
alias's unremittingly. I would've of
course preferred some semblance of a
plot (as opposed to just the action),
but most films of the sex-tape genre
haven't reached that level of professionalism quite yet.
The lighting and camera work,
however, leave much to be desired.
The lighting job is amateurish at
best, with, the dorm room dimly lit,
creating a noirish atmosphere du e to
the key light (main light) emanating
from the camera. The key light, in
this situation, would've been better
suited at the traditional 45 degree
angle from the camera, and a fill
light would?ve done an^ej fcieiient job
maskirig-the shado^s^'^y^Rv*'
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Whoops. Concert reviewer
admits to shameless googling
BY JOHN DEBRUICKER

Facebook Groupsl Who Gives a Shit? ~ Ben's Mullet
Fan Club ~ Can't Live Without the Afro-sheen ~ Echo
Fans Forever ~ Popped Collars ~ Association Against
Popped Collars ~ Students Against Clothing Bias

Sex tape causes campus frenzy followed by calm

I should review Unbusted , or
Orange Crush, or one of those concerts a few of you dragged yourselves
too over the weekend, but I'm not
going to. People, my dear readership,
the tyranny and the bullshit has gone
on too long. The truth? I haven 't
attended a single show this year.
Each one of my reviews is made
solely from the results of
Google.com searches. Yes. Google,
Tho same search engine popular
among porn addicts.
I, in fact, have never spoken to,
interviewed, and in most cases laid
eyes upon any member of nny band
that's performed here this year. Only
one of you was wise enough to call mo
out on it in an email.
Smurty McPontserson '06 busted
me, and it's high time I come clean. I
know absolutely nothing about live
music. I fooled you all. Just imagine
the time you've wasted rending me in
tho grilled cheese line, on the toilet or
in the middle of class. The untold gallons of ink wasted on mo while I litter
your precious weekly paper with complete fabrication.

It all began with Cletus and the
Burners. I skipped the concert because
I was sitting in a drunken stupor on a
futon in my room watching the
linoleum curl and adjusting myself
with reality TV playing softly in the
background. What seemed like minutes later, which wns actually about a
day, the time came to write the article.
"Hmm," I thought, "I bet I can
pull the wool over their eyes again if
I just Google them. I'll write n paragraph about a guy who I'll call Ben
Smith. Yeah, Ben Smith. That's a
likely name. He'll play the ukulele.
Haha! Perfect!"
Smnrty, as the name would suggest,
was too smart for that though.
"How you knew Ben existed is
beyond mc, I guess from looking nt
the bands website. There was no
Ben Smith in tho concert and no
ukulele for that matter cither."
Damn. She's good, "While those arc
little things that no one will notice
as wrong and not even think of
questioning, thoy represent a lack of
commitment on your part to produce a fully factual article."
Facts! Like Colby kids cure about
facts. Tho fact is that I'd only actually
attend a concert if wo got Snoop Dogg

or 50 or something, which we won't,
becausc.well,,. I guess because we're
a tiny school in Central Maine thnt
smells most of the year.
And even though tuition 's increasing steadily, our budget for concerts
will probably remain about where it
is, meaning next year wc might be
able to get the guy who opened for
the guy who shook hands, with tlie
guy who , once attended Drivers' Ed
with Jack Johnson. Colby kids would
sure love that!
"I'm disappointed thnt you could
not have taken the time to get, the
nnmes of the band members straight.
Ifyou don 't know, ask, or don 't wrjtc
it at nil," Smarty explained .
So, I'd like to take this opportunity to step down from concert
reviews. Smarty 's column begins in
noxt week's Echo, in which she will
tell us how real art is done. She will
bo syndicated throughout , tho
Associated Press, nnd quickly
become a household name.
Now if you'll excuse me, I should
go bathe. I haven 't had the chance
since those kids in Trcworgy took
oiir shower curtains and put jolly
ranchers in the showcrheads, ...I'll
get those little punks.
,

¦

Student caught peeing on Seven Walls
considers act artistic statement , was drunk

Be e r. R e v ie w: Sea Dog Raspberry Whea t
Ale vs. Pete's Strawberry Blonde
"ip^r-^
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"I got so close I had to put my hand
on
his shoulder to get his attention,
ART REVIEW
which was uncomfortable," Coombs
By STEVE-O
said. "I always have that fear that a
I CUP
student will turn on me in a situation
such as this, literally, and I, much like
the nearly priceless art work the
At 9:50 p.m. last Saturday night
young man was defecating, wou ld be
Security officer Jeff Combs came
covered m piss.
across sophomore Luke B.
Ladder did not turn on
Ladder urinating on Sol Le
Coombs, though, but rather
Witt's Seven Walls sculpture
stopped and began banging his
outside of Bixler.
fist against the cement wall.
"I don't care what those
"You know, when he had a
punks in the museum will tell
beer in his hand during his lityou," Ladder said the next day
tle tirade on modern art, I didonce his hangover subsided,
n't know what I was supposed
"Sol Le Witt is a jok e. You
to believe." Coombs said.
want conceptual art, look at a
"Not only was he clearly
fucking building. It has a bluedrunk, but he was assaulting
print. That's a concept."
postmodernism by an act of
Bladder added that he hoped
performance art. That's like
his act might be considered as
sayin g baseball su cks b ecause
a corollary to the contempothe Yan kees su ck, which th ey
rary performance art movedo, and then going on that
ment. "I was trying to make
you
still love the Sox."
that piece something. Before I
Art
professor Michael
got there, it was just a waste of
David agrees, "While I do
a few million dollars and a
really app rec i ate the alacr ity
heap of concrete." He added,
with
which
he
has
"I mean it's just seven walls. If
approached art criticism ,
they had made it something
ther e was clearly a l in e
cool like that aggressive Mule
rossed when his pe n is came
c
down by the athletic center, I
PHOTO SLAVE/THE FINANCIAL WRECKO
definitely wouldn't have peed Ladder pees on Colby 's infamous intallation art, out of his pa nts, as is often
the case in art criticism."
on it ," and clarified,, "You "Seven Walls."
As added punishment for
don't piss on representational
approached the student with cau- his act , La dder wil l have to clean
art. That is crossing a line."
Nevertheless Ladder was still fined tio n, conti n ually r equ estin g that h e up the mess he made. He has agreed
but warns, "Just don 't be surprised
for public indecency, public urination stop urinating.
,
if
it starts to sm ell arou n d 4,5,6 any
Ladder con tinu ed to pee, though as
and an open container violation.
"The student was clearly intoxi- he had just finished back-to-back time soon."
cated," reported Coombs, "But power hours in nearby Grossman
once I got closer to him, an d could dorm, he proudly reported the next day.
see his hand was clearly in that kind
of butt scratching position it gets in
when you take a piss , you know
because for me it always itches
ther e, then he sta rted y elli n g all th is
crap about how Postmodern art has
forgotten its purpose."
Coo m bs r eport ed t h at he

¦¦

Robbie didn't care much for the taste of the Sea Dog.
Wj K^
"Can I go home," he asked. "I have little league practice." His teammate Timmy also expressed a desire to
this
week's beer leave so I gave them both more candy and said to shut up.
I picked sor^e^ee_l9Ebrev)^for
would
enjoy
Eventually, we persuaded the troop to finish
review becausV fJho|gh,frthe^a^elists
them. Joiningjme mistv^^j i^torst-timers Timmy their. Sea Dogs and move on to the Pete's, the ale
Hoffman '17,' Rqb Hackej^7i<CoreyRaymond '17, with a fruitier flavor.
The kids took to it much easier than the Sea Dog and,
and Steve Prescott '17 frorri/^Idunt Merici Catholic
in
the
review
after
all, it was their second beers. "Can I have my snack
School. They agreed to jparlfc pate
to my van
with a pack now?" asked Coiey. "You said I could have a
quite willingly after I -lured^ n
Snack Pack if I came with you."
bag of Milky Ways.;"Xyy ^ W i
"I feel tired," said Timmy."I want Boofie (his bear),"
"This tastes fiinny.'-'YelAar^fcfMmmy,the first to try
1
for
the
he
continued. Not until the review was over.
0^e&eers
kids.
"I
I
popped
the Sea Dog,'as
;
"I like strawberry Starburst better. This tastes like bad
want •$gpiQsg^SHra^^
KB&a
'
Sr&ils
added Rob.
Starbursts,"
amatS^S
lik%addy
Ste^mi^o
,
Not
one
of
the kids seemed to enjoy either of the
whenmmBsimMmM^M^ha.i rf- .
l»S&£&6
*
ra$
thought both of them were tasty,
however,
the beers. I,
Co r^ ^^p Mp M iot^.
Most WrucaFTPnmate, on the ©isney ChannelTifc^pay maybe not astastyas Milky Ways, but tasty nonetheless.
When brought to a final tally, the children somewhat
much attention to their drinks. "It smells like Looney
Tunes fruits snacks but I like them better," added Corey^ preferred the Pete's 3-4.

wi. &PH ' 1

Last week's Coffeehouse offers nonconventional live music—Big surprise !
BY ACID TRIPPING COLLAR
POPPER
WE DON'T PAY HIM

A band consisting of four men from
East Rutherford, New Jersey played at
the Coffeehouse again.
Despite the fact that they were
from New Jersey, they were billed as
a
bluegrass/fusion
jazz/hiph op/country/alternative
rock/disco/blues/noise group.
When the show started at 8:30,
only a few people were in the audience. The crowd got much bigger by
10:30 because by that time security
shut down all parties with alcohol.
Security apparently was indifferent
to the amount of marijuana that was
circulating the room.
The band that night included a
guitar player, an upright bass player,
a drummer and a homeless' man' who
wore rags, Had 'along beard arid"tarried a triangle.
As they got up on stage, the crowd
was enthusiastic. The guitar player,
who was also the lead singer, took
the microphone and said, "Okay,
guys, this first song of ours is one I
wrote about a girl who dumped me. I
wrote it last week."
The lead singer counted off, "One,
two, three, four", and all four members of the band bowed their heads as
they held on to their instruments.
What followed was silence.
The band members stood there for
three and a half minutes, instruments in hand, and continued to look
down at the stage. No sound came
out from the amplifiers, and the only
movement from the band was the
drummer taking a napkin from his
pocket and inhaling some substance
through his nose.
After the three and a half minutes
were up, the lead singer took the
microphone and said, "Thank you."
The crowd burst into enthusiastic
applause, as whistles and shouts
filled the Coffeehouse. The lead
singer could see the crowd wanted
more, so he took the microphone
nnd said, "Cool, guys, so this next
number is something this guy over
here wrote." He pointed to the
homeless man with the triangle,
saying, "I don't even know if this
song is good or not. Wc were just in
bur van heading up hero, we picked
this guy up 20 minutes outside of
Boston, and he told us he wrote this
song. He said he would pay for our
food so I was cool."
The lead singer counted off again,
The band stood silently again, except
for tlie homeless man who was hitting
his triangle with his baton. He didn 't
appear to have a specific rhythm as he
hit it, but thnt didn't stop some students from dancing.
Jack Drury *07 begnn waltzing
with a sophomore girl , who wns difficult to identify because the
Coffeehouse was filled with smoke.
Madam Palouza '06 was easier to
Identify, ns he was twirling around
in circles shouting at tho top of his
lungs, "Oh my God!!! ' This is the
best music I have ever heard! II"
When asked the following day if he
really meant it, Souza replied ,
"There wns n concert at the
Coffeehouse last night?"
The crowd was, above nil, over
enthusiastic about the concert. Steve

depressing how contrived and predicate student activism is on this campus.
"I want someone to bum down my
dorm, or at least stage a hunger strike
in the line waiting for a turkey dinner
at Foss," said Bored Student '06.
"They can even end the hunger strike
once they get their two pieces of
turkey and restart it once they have
finished that and gotten some soft
serve, but do something original. I
need something!"

Bogden '05, Brad Kasnet '05 and
Rich Downing '05 showed their
enthusiasm towards Coffeehouse
show by creating a Facebook group
called , "Coffeehouse Group. Who
Gives A Shit?" Two foreign students
were offended by the students' attitude toward the Coffeehouse show,
and are currently planning a rally on
the Miller Library steps.
Many students on campus have
reflected on the possibility of yet
another Miller steps rally and find it
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THIS KID IS ADORABLE

Coll^ Baseball

|

US; STATE DEPARTMENT '
COMPANY SOFTBALL TEAM
¦ ¦ ' ¦ '
:
:

ft ^ evaaicBic Q OT 1£b16 IB&f - ^
v.

, The college baseball season began four month s ago. Since that time, 495
different
teams have won a baseball game; one has not. That is the story of
J
[ the 2005" Colby baseball team. Whether by wild pitch , dropped f ly ball or
good old-fashioned blowout, these-Mules have dug deep and found a way to
overcome any lead and lose against any foe that has come their way, be it ,
Division
III powerhouse or vocational college. The batting is subpar, the
|
pitching is deficient, the fi elding is problematic. These men have assured
th emselves a place in the anals of history as on e of the worst baseball team s
I ever assembled.

Colby golf team on
steroids and no one cares
By Sir Charles Reginale the
5th

WATERVILLE LITTLE LEAGUE ALL-STARS

WEST COAST RULES

SQUIRREL ON WATERSKIS
i

Bastian takes Olympics 3-2. bul no women realty care
non-athletes are traditionall y n ot close race, until Birchby jumped
offered services from the trainer's behind a table and hid for the third lap.
BASTIAN AND B1RCHBY ROCK
office, the staff felt sympathetic as Jon didn't notice and kept running, as
they arrived at 6 am for an early prac- Birchby wheezed and whined about
If you haven't heard of the Birchbytice to see Jon waiting for them, sport- eating;a Thanksgiving feast . at Foss
ing his best puppydog face. "I felt while Watching Jott conservatively sip
Bastian Olympics by this point, you
sorry for the little fella," said one of his glass of water. As Jon passed the
probably aren 't very popular or goodthe trainers, "There was nothing starting line for lap number 4, he
loo king an d don 't have any friends
wrong with him physically, but since noticed Brichby sneakily re-enter the
who are popular or good-looking. The
he had been waiting track, and said "That's ok, I will still
2005 Gawky Games
there all night, I agreed give it (the title) to you if you win,
included arguably the
to tape him up. It was Let's go." This lit a fire in Birchby's
best combination of
kind of sad, actually. I eyes as he sprinted after Bastian,
good looks and excesthink he believes he's in ready for this intense last lap.
sive popularity any two
the Olympics or some- Unfortunately,before they reached the
students could attain.
thing. The tape worked first turn, Birchby quit again. Bastian
You may have heard
the undertone of chatter
temporarily, but for the easily finished the lap and took the
long term I think coun- gold, the most anti-climactic finish in
from a cl assm ate, "Hey,
did you hear what hapseling is a more appro- the history of the B-B Games.
After all of the energy put into the
pened at the games
priate treatment."
today?" or the common
Bastian was up 2-1 games, it was now time for the medal
going into the final day presentation ceremony. It was at this
underclasswoman
remark, "I'll bet you
of competition, with only point I realized why Jon cared so
Bastian takes the mile,
the shot-put and the mile much about the event, and my writing
my friends say Birchby
to go. Because of lack of general announcements everyday to
isn't much in the stamiequipment, the shot-put publicize it. As I began to play the
na department." While
was changed to the keg music and asked the athletes to step
someluck y ami
nobody actually attend- Good thing Birchby is a scrawny little boy, otherwise Bastian
toss, and both competi- up onto their blocks, Bastian characed any of the events, might have trouble holding him.
tors sucked, despite teristically began to whine. "This
emotion ancl competiBirchby's claim that he whole thing is stupid. After all this
tion ran high irom tlie torch (plunger from under his nose, Bastion struggled "had a lot of practice." After two training, not one girl saw me with my
and toilet paper) run on Monday night to complete the race as myself, camera- throws of about 3 feet each, Brichby shirt off. I thought we were going to
to the Thursday evening's medal pre- man Tim Stenovec '06, and Birchby caught on to a technicality, as I decid- have a parly down here. What a
sentation,
were all laughing over crispitos at Bobs ed to the distance where the keg ended waste of time." After I promised to
The games have drawn to a historic by the time he finished lap number ten, up, not where it hit the ground (safety include in my article how ripped his
first). So, taking advantage of this in abs and pecs were and how beautiful
end and left us with a vividly memo- if he over did finish it.
rable conclusion as wc push on to
Birchby commented on Bastian 's a way only Jersey's finest could, Matt and graceful he is, he agreed to step
2006. The tall glass of Jersey trash insistence on singing the National proceeded to shamelessly roll the keg, up onto the platform to finish out the
Birchby graciously
Matthew Birchby '06 (Ho-Ho-Kus, Anthem before the race, "Maybe if sending it about 30 yards line tip the ceremony.
New Jersey; Northern Hi ghlands that nancy hadn't put so much energy football field. This wns demoralizing accepted his silver medal before Jon
Regional) and the pre-yuppie Upstate into disgracing our country 's anthem, to his opponent, ns he watched his title smashed his first place trophy on the
ground like the
prcpstcr Jonathan Bastian '06 he would have
(beautiful) spoiled
(Briarcliff , New York; 1-lacklcy had some breath
brat that he is.
Academy) competed gracclcssly in left
for ' the
The deck was
five embiirrnssing events, displaying swim." It was an
stacked from tho
the most heinous, uncontrolled move- uncomfortable
start, ns Jon has
ment of the human body I have seen in moment as a
been training hard
my 21 years,
tenry-eyed
for the event on
After preparing to play a beat-of- Bastian belted it
Europe's finest
seven marathon , Monday 's squash out while other
facilities this fall,
event ended in ten minutes as Bastian p o o l - g o e r s
Upon
questioning
won 4 games to Birchby 's 0. However, looked over nt
Birchby regarding
the only thing this event proved was the two pale,
Dial the richie-ri ch Westchester prep shrunken conteshis daily threeschool snot-prodigy excels in the elit- tants standing
mile loop training,
ist, flnt-tnx sporting arena. The only shoulder
he stated , "I sprint
to
'squash' Birchby knew was the sound s h o u l d e r ,
when girls run by
of garbage coming up between his toes Birchby rolling
to make it look
BOMI; tUCKY 01111
every day on his way to grade school. his eyes at the
like I am working
"My hometown has more hyphens 'in gentle giant's Bap! Pow! KzzzzzzaplNaowrr-pop! Boom! Crash! Wa-wa-wa-zapl Bang! hard, but I walk
its name than it docs squash courts," emotional cllsthe rest of the
claimed the pride and joy of Ho-Mo- play. This is not to take any credit begin to slip with n dropped jaw, the time. Tho air is so god damn clean up
ICus, the only double-hyphenated town nwny from Matt , though , as his time second time Birchby took something here my lungs don't oven work."
in the country.
was quite impressive considering tho Jon thought was his,
After Birchby made some remark
Event number 2 was far more con- amount of drag he had growing out of
Tho scoro was 2-2 nnd the singe about still being popular even though
ducive to Birchby 's Jersey past as lie his pink Spccdo,
wns sot for the final nnd long-awaited he lost the games, Bastian replied,
stripped down to his famous grenseAfter seeing the trainer to get his event, the milo mn. For tho first two "Friends come nnd go, while beauty,
stained pink bnminii hammock and ankle tnped , Bnstlnn tookMhe basket- laps, Birchby's position right on Jon's power, nnd looking down on people
slithered Into the pool. He wns not ball event on Wednesday, Although tail suggested that it would end in a lasts forever."
By THE ONLY FAN

welcomed by the usual syringe piercing his foot and spraying rusty blood
throughout the water, but was able to
recover from this discomforting "we're
not in Kansas anymore" feeling. For
the first ti me sin ce f reshm an year, all
Jon could do was watch (and cry a little) as Bi rchby on ce agai n stole the
pretty boy's manhood and dignity right

Following in the footsteps of
numerous professional athletes, the
Colby golf team has decided to say
goodbye to " hard work, talent, and
determination, and hello to steroids,
and all the back acne-that comes with
thefri; But art even more interesting
piece of news than the golf team being
on steroids, is absolutely n o on e at
Colby caring.
. ¦. .
Upon bei n g told of th e golf team 's
illegal drug use, first-year Frank
Jakelin respohded|^flSpj |ite|r)i|y,We
have ;a golfte'arri?'l-«^^^«;^- ;
John Twain '08 expressed si m ila r
senti m ents when he said , "Ste roids?
Where did they get steroids in Maine?
And golf? We have a golf team?"
Willy Joe '06 stated, "Urn, am I
supposed to care?";
But Sandra Cartels '07 p u t it best
when she said, "Does that even hel p
them? I mean, they play golf, it' s n ot
like they need to be all that strong to
do well." Or do they? When confronted with the campuses apathy, Captain
Dave Trout '06 responded , "Of
course we need artificial strength to
win. All that juicing hel ps us...helps
us...helps us, okay, so 1 guess it doesn't really help us at all , but every
sports , team's doing it." To which I
responded, "Well, if every sports
team jumped off a cliff, would you do
it, too?" Trout then proceeded to hang
his head in shame, and mumble a
half-hearted apology.
Coach John Torii defended his
team 's excessive juicing: "Well , I

m ean , it , uh, well it seemed like a
good idea at the time. And everyon e m akes m istakes , right? That's
how we lea rn , by making mistakes.
Ours just hap p en ed t o be a very
ex pe n sive , health-endangering,
unethical mistake."
After doing an extensive survey of
the campus, I found that 99% of
Colby stu dents don't care that the golf
team is on steroids , but the data is
som ewhat flawed sin ce only 0% of
the students took the survey. Then
again , the fact th at 100% of stu dents
did not take the survey shows j ust
how little they care. Further showing
how little the Colby campus cares
about .the , golf teams's sterpid use,
three m ember of the team stated that
th ey don 't even care tha t th ey 're using
steroids . B arry Jerbe r '07 said, "I
mean, you'd think I'd care that I'm
wasting tons of money on drugs,
painfully sticking myself with need l es , losing most of my hair, bleeding
from the nose, and seeing many signs
of horm on e pr oblem s, but I don't.
Plan and simp le, I don 't care."
Not only do the students not care,
but the administration is equally
unconcerned. A certain high ranking
member in the Colby administration ,
who asked to remain anonymous
said , "Golf? Seriously, did you just
say golf? I don 't condone the use of
illegal performance enhancing drugs,
but , seriously, golf? Why are you
wasting my time with this?" After I
was repeatedly informed of the
rhetorical nature of his question , the
interview ended.
In a related story, the baseball team
also started taking steroids , but they
still can 't win a game.

GO O D LUCK
NEXT YEAR
COLBY
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Baseball team signs contract with BALCO f or
2006 season; hop es drugs will bring f irstwin
By JOSE CUERFRO
STAFF BITCH

In a surprise announcement last
Saturday, the Colby athletic department announced that it had formed a
partnership with BALCO to provide
enhanced athletic training for White
Mules .baseball in preparation for the
2006 season. The move was made to
try and make the baseball team competitive in the wake of a 2005 season
that even the most optimistic supporter would describe as a "flaming pile
of (expletive)." Colby will pay
BALCO one million dollars to implement the program next year. If the
program is successful Colby will
expand it to other underachieving

sports and enter into a long term deal
with the company.
The deal will be paid for out of the
school's emergency slush fund.
Acco rdi ng to Colby president Bro
Adams, the fund was established "to
protect the school against all kinds of
emergencies: natural disasters, a sudden drop in enrollment, Doghead
riots , etc." Adams went on to say that
"the school never expected to use the
fund to support an athletic team but
after the baseball teams' clusterexpletive that rhymes with something
you use in a hockey game) of a 2005
season we just had to do something. I
mean god, they couldn't even beat
Thomas. Maybe they should have
scheduled a game with the Maine
school for the blind and the deaf."

As part of the deal everyone on the
baseball team will receive a free trip to
BALCO headquarters in San Mateo,
California. There each player will
receive varying amounts of the cream
and the clear according to a complex
formula patented by BALCO founder
Stan Conte. The formula varies from
athlete to athlete but for the Mules it
will take into account each players
height, weight, age, desi red degree of
testicular shrinkage, and, most importantly, how much each player sucked
in 2005.
Mule players were generally enthusiastic about the program. Pitcher
Gordon Henley '07 praised the deal as
"sexy" and remarked "with this hew
training it won't . be physically possible for us to lose a game next;year."

Henry went on to guarantee allNESCAC first team appearances by
the entire Mules starting infield arid
half of its pitching staff and proclaimed "I'd put my entire bank
account on us winning the national
championship next year." Catcher
Stefan Sandman '07, s ucci n ct as
always, agreed, calling the deal
"sweet, dude." In an unrelated move it was also
announced on Saturday that the
lacrosse team will receive updated
uniforms featuring pooka shells, ankle
bracelets , and new helmets made by
surfing company O'Neil. The team
will also institute a mandatory shoulder length hair policy and implement a
new offense inspired by the feature
film Blue Crush.

Bill Alfond Field host to first CBB Flip Gup Tourney
ment at 1:00 p.m. by tunneling a 40 at the 2005 CBB Flip Cup Tournament,
the podium along with his counter- and distributors equipp ed each table
parts from the two rival schools. with a keg prior to the competition.
YOU WISH YOU WERE ME
Although Bates College President The format of the tournament was
This weekend will surely go down Elaine Turtle Hansen out-funneled extremely simple, with each team
in history , as the first annual CBB both of her male competitors with an playing ten sets of best-of-seven
Flip Cup Tournament was held on impressive time of 4.63 seconds, this series, five against opponents from
Mayflower Hill. Colby was proud to would not indicate the outcome of the each school. One point was awarded
for each series won, and your very
host the first-ever competition on the tournament on the whole.
Teams of eight could enter the tour- own Colby Mules proved victorious
new Bill Alfond Field. The tournament was founded by members of nament for a registration fee of $30. with an impressive tally of 232 points.
Students Against Sobriety (SAS), Natural Light was the official beer of The Bowdoin Polar Bears were close
who observed an overwhelming sentiment of dissatisfactio n acros s campus
with the fact that the schoo ls of the
CBB are generally rated merely by
athletic ability.
"Students in the CBB have so much
mote to' offer than just scoring goals
and breaking records , and we felt that
there should be CBB Champions to
represent many more facets of college
life ," President of SAS Bill "Beer
Goggles " McBride said.
The student governments at
Bowdoin and Bates were contacted
and plans got underway quickly. At
first the administrations were hesitant
to endorse such an event, but a
Facebook group was formed to prove
that the tournament would make nonathfetes feel much more valued as a
.,
' ' .,;
t
i .. . ; > 5.
MOLW WARREN /TH E COtBY ECHO
part of the Mule community. President Colby students practice their flip-cupping skills in preparation for the next
Bro Adams commenced the tourna- CBB tournament.
By STUDENTS AGAINST
SOBRIETY

.

.

behind with 205, while Bates struggled
to accumulate 89 of their own points.
"I think that the tournament really
fostered a sense of community and
school pride better than any event I've
seen during my tenure on Mayflower
Hill,"Adams said. "It brought a tear to
my eye to see students coming together to accomplish a common goal to be
the best binge drinkers in
Vacationland."
Owners of various Waterville establishments such as Mainley Brews
served as referees, and shaved points
off for remaining beer in the cup, false
starts , and filling below the line. One
unfortunate female squad from
Bowdoin was disqualified for being
too ugly. The team from each school
accumulating the most points was presented with a $100 gift certificate to
Joka 's, while Colby retains the CBB
Champion cup, which will be on display in the Bluelight Pub. The awards
were presented by security guard Jeff
Coombs, and were followed by a
CBB-wide dance under the turf lights
before students returned to Bowdoin
and Bates by bus. Plans for future
campus golf, freestyle rap, and slip-nslide tournaments' are already iri the
.works among the three colleges due to
the success of this primary venture.

Colby drinking team to
replace baseball team
Williamsl Who said Williams kids
aren't fun? They want to be part of the
MAJOR LEAGUE
team too! So I said, ten points to all!"
For all you first-year students out
In light of recent poor performances there who thought you were such a
from some of the athletic teams, Colby bad ass when you got your first underPresident Bro Adams has decided to age drinking citat ion, you have some
introduce a new sport at Colby in work to do.
which students could truly excel. Last
Because drinking games are illegal at
weekend's flip-cup tournament kicked Colby, many students have discovered
off Colby's very first; very own drink- that this is an easy way to score some
ing . team. For decades, Mules have fast points. In fact, the baseball team
knownthatwe can get blitzed in woods decided to go ahead and play their secfar better than any of the nineteen lib- ond game against Tufts on Saturday,
eral arts schools that are "smarter"than April 30, shit-faced, after losing the first
us. Finally, Colby has a chance to game 22-0. They were up 8-4 for much
prove its worth.
of the game before
Athletic Director
the vomiting kicked
Marcella
Zalot
in. Baseball cunentt
announced that the
ly leads the student
remainder of the similarities
body in point scorschool year will be
ing; with a total of
considered try-outs between this arti547.3 points for
for the 2005-2006
dt
t their 22 team memdrinking
season.
bers.
Students with the its left. I supp ose
Now this brings
highest scores on
up an interesting
r y r
Colby's new drinking
matter, as te n
policy will be asked to going to get every points are suffijoin the team. In addiit
i
t cie nt to get yo u
tion, extra points will
kicked out of
i
l
be awarded to stuschool under the
dents who do incredi- thingy. Whoops.
current
system.
bly stupid things
Ada m s
de cid ed
while drunk. Whoever
that having an alcorod e a kayak down the
hol policy at a
steps of Marnner
Marriner and straight out the sc hool like Colby is just ridiculous. In
window in November is automatically fact, to help Colby towards its quest of
awarded a spot on the team.
be ing deemed the best drinking school
Students are already eagerly show- in the country , the administration will
ing off their ability to get f-upped. now cut back funding from other
Colby's security guards will act as the areas to en sure that there are three
official point awarders, and already kegs to every dorm each night for the
they have seen some impressive plays. remainder of the year, reading and
Security guard Jeff Coombs exam periods included .
exclaimed, "I was just out doing my
So Colby st u dents , pull out your
regular rounds on Saturday ni ght sweatbands , wear you finest jumpwhen I heard a commotion coming suits, don't eat too much at dinner or
from Williams. I knew something had else there will be no room for beer,
to be up. I went over there, an d the re run to security instead of running
were all the kids from Hillside, taking from them and never, never let anyone
body shots off of the kids from out-drink you.
By DRUNKY McDRUNK
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Colby set to join Atlantic Coast Conference next year
By ART VANDALAY
MINOR LEAGUE

Colby College President Bro
Adams has announced this week that
the school's men 's basketball and
football teams will join the Atlantic
Coast Conference beginning with the
2006 season. The move would be a
significant upgrade for the school's
athletic program and it came as somewhat as a surprise to the student body.
Yet Adams revealed that Colby had
been in talks with the conference following Boston College's sudden pull
out. Boston College, citing an embarrassing early round loss in the NCAA
basketball tournament and an end of
the season blowout in football by Big
East rival Syracuse as reasons for their
decision , has decided to take Colby's
spot in the . New England Small
College Athletic Conference in a
reversal of fortunes.
The Colby College campus is
understandably abuzz following the
announcement and the excitement
continued when the school's Board of
Trustees announced that the school
would be building a new state of tho
art retractable roof dome stadium on

the school's campus. The athletic
department expects the complex to
open in early 2008 if all goes according to plan. However, several setbacks
have already delayed the beginning of
the stadium's construction due to a
school petition to save several thorn
bushes that currently reside on the
proposed site of the stadium. Also of
concern is the administration's current
reluctance to spend the extra $20 dollars needed to purchase and install the
switch that opens and closes the
retractable roof,
NESCAC competitors have also
reacted to the news, displaying feelings of anger and jealousies following
the announcement as a host of
NESCAC schools took parting shots
towards Colby. One Bowdoin student
was heard saying, "They may be heading to big time college football and
basketball but who had the higher
ranking in the latest edition of U.S.
News and World Reports, huh? Huh?
Huh? Yeah that's right it was us!"
Parting shots aside, Colby is
experiencing a high not normally
seen at the school. Adding to the
hysteria is a recent rumor that All
Big Ten Illinois guard Dee Brown
has decided to transfer to Colby for
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his senior year. Brown, who led the
Illini to a Final Four and
Championship berth, confirmed this
report stating, "We [Illinois] went
about as far as we could go last year.
I'm ready for a new challenge and to
step up and be a leader for
the...the...what's the school's mascot
again? Oh right the Mules. Yeah I'm
ready to step up and lead the Mules
to a March madness berth."
Brown 's addition should make
Colby an immediate contender in
the guard dominated ACC as well as
should provide some excitement
and color to Colby 's usually slower
style of play.
On the gridiron, the task may be
tougher for the Mules who will host
conference power Florida State during
their season opener, Other games
include a trip to Miam i to take on the
Hurricanes and non-conference games
against defending national champion
USC ns well as game against former
NESCAC foe Trinity College who
believe that they are actually a
Division 1 football team. Colby realizes that the first season could be a
struggle, but cornerbnek Chafic
George is optimistic, "We need to
work Hard, FSU and Miami will be
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tough, but I'm pretty sure we can beat
up on the Blue Devils [perennial conference doormat Duke]." Yet some
players are expressing a different attitude when asked about next year's
season. "I'm pretty sure we're going
to go undefeated," said Andrew "the
trashman" Roland '07. "And I'm even
more positive I'll win the Heisman
trophy as the nation's top player. You
can hold me to that."
The majority of the school's student body cannot wait for the beginning of the football and Basketball
seasons. However, some are skeptical. "I mean it'll be cool and all, but
I'm still not going to go the games."
Said fan Chris Hoffman '07 "Why
walk all tlie way over to the new stadium when I can just watch it on my
couch on Adclphia TV 8?"
These feelings aside, the move
should be successful and bring
acclaim to the small Maine school.
With high expectations, don't be surprised to see Colby sports rise to
national prominence. With help from
the school's suddenly new found
booster club [recently seen around
campus in brand new pimped out
Cadillac Escalades] of course)
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New dialogue housing in Dana
and Drummond f ocus on Red Sox
By WHAMMY HAMMY
HEAD HONCHO

Two more houses have been added

to next year 's dialogue housing

PHOTO COURTESY OF CONSERVATIVE ASSHOLE

A Colby cross-country alumni snuggles with The Bear. The White Mules
managed to hang onto The Bear f o r an impressive six months of protecting it f r om the evil Purple Cows.

plans. The "Red Sox nation" house
will be located in Dana, while the
"Yankees suck" house will be in
Drummond, and presumably be more
negative, violent.
While the houses' names may suggest a bias in favor of the Red Sox,
Sox fans insist that none; exists. "It's
just a fact. The Red Sox are the best
team ever and anyone who can 't see
that doesn 't deserve to even have a
place to live," said one fan.
"Yankees Suck," candidates are
singing a different tune, though, many
are demanding militant action be
taken "against the already weak
Yankees minority on this campus.
"We want students to literally fear
associating themselves with any team
besides the Sox," one hopeful house

member explained. I mean, It is
about time the administration gave us
a base of operations to plan attacks
against these damn New Yorkers.""
Because of the large number of students expected to apply for the proRed Sox house,. administration has
devised a system, instead of the usual
random lottery, for determining which
students will be given the opportunity
to live in the house. A group of faculty will examine the grades from late
October 2004 of those students who
apply for the house. Those students
with the worst grades during the Sox
World Series runup will be granted
admission to the house. If there are
still too many students eligible, an
oral test will be administered on Red
Sox facts, chants, and Boston accentuation.
In the case that the "Yankees suck"
house does not receive enough applicants, those students who applied for
the pro-Red Sox house with the highest grades in the period of late October

2004 will be put in the house, with the
hope of radicalizing them for future
increased hooliganism.
As with all the other houses already
approved, these two new houses will
have to provide programming for the
entire campus.
Riots are expected, administrators
said, but riots that have all been
planned within a comfordable living
environment that fosters an intellectual atmosphere outside of the classroom.
Administrators also hoped that students from both houses could engage
in goodwill tours to ballgames, but
mostly to local bars where they think
the zeal of Colby's Sox fans will help
build bridges within the Waterville
community.
"It wouldn 't be the first time that
very different people were united over
something they hated, this being anything besides the Sox. in this case,"
said that same unnamed administrator,
"we just want to get people together."
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FRIDAY, FEBTQBER 21

• Recreational substance abuse
, 7 f>.m. ,
@ Heights
• Students standing around
naked after streaking
7:00 p.m. , \ ,
@ Dana Beach
•Tag-team?
12 a.m.
@ Taylor
• Sweatin'to the Oldies
@ Bowdoin College
NESCAC! Championship
• Mailbox checking bends

Noon

@ Post office

SABBATH , FEBT Q BER 22
• Make out time (no tounge)!
3 p.m.
Johnson
• Rest, day of
All day "
• Innocent sounding political
demonstration
'round four
Washington D.C.
• Someone waiting for like ten
minutes for the Foss handicap
¦
stall '¦¦ i. . ', - \
Give me privacy.

Colby runners fall to
The "Trewge" rocks on at the Frat Row Olympics
Williams after six months
of protecting The Bear
By CHARLES M. TREWORGY
HOW AM I STILL ALIVE?

By CONSERVATIVEASSHOLE
LIASON TO THE ANNEX FROM SCHUPF

361 AND PIPER 209
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In another twist to a mythic year
for the New England Small College
Athletic Conference Bear, Colby
Track & Field athletes were physically attacked by the Williams College
team hungry to regain control of The
Bear at Saturday's NESCAC Track &
Field Championship. Held at Colby,
the championship meet had many outstanding individual and team performances on the track and in the field;
however, the real action occurred off
the track.
Per the tradition of "The Bear," the
NESCAC team in possession of it
must display it prominently at
NESCAC Championship meets
(cross-country and outdoor track).
The large teddy bear, which b ears
identification emblems of all of its
owners throughout the years, has
caused much controversy- and this
year was no exception.
During the NESCAC Crosscountry Championships, which were
also held at Colby this past October,
the Colby men gained control of The
Bear from Williams (historically the

NESCAC school who controls The
Bear). A "hit squad" consisting of

Colby sprinters and cross-country
groupies , in a sneak attack, procured
The Bear from a very fri ghtened
Williams freshman guard in g it,
In a chase through the lower
Athletic Center parking lot , Williams
students, who were trying to assist,
were thrown to the ground by
Col by 's mob. After physically taking
The Bear from the resisting young
Purple Cow, the melee ensued near
the track with Colby and Williams
students jockeying ,
Finally, a Colby student (known as

the Siege) was able to jump into his
getaway Jeep and take The Bear to an
undisclosed location.
• ,iTwo daysilater, the Williams team
sent its minions on a roadtrip to Colby
to rescue The Bear. The two carloads
surrounded AMS- the dorm in which
The Bear was being held. After negotiations with the Colby representatives fell through, the stalemate
continued for many hours until the
beleaguered harriers finally left
Mayflower Hill for Williamstown
empty-handed.
The sparring died down as the
fall semester ended. Williams
seemed content on one day for retribution: last Saturd ay at outdoor
NESCACs. By law of The Bear the
Colby men brought the prize to the
track for the meet.
Saturday's rain forced many of the
NESCAC athletes into close proximity under the communal tent. The
Williams team, in their particular uptight and quasi-tool aura, shot the
Colby team (especially the distance
guys) threatening looks throughout
the day. After finishing the meet and
attending the awards ceremony, the
Williams distance men literally
attacked the Colby students holding
The Bear. The sheer size of their
assault overwhelmed the Colby men.
Nevertheless , holding onto the
Bear for over seven months was quite
an accomplishment for Colby. Since
the inception of The Bear in 1978,
every exchange has included
Williams having The Bear stolen and
rescuing it back- and this one was no
exception. Regardless, Colby sewed a
permanent conspicuous C on The
Bear 's right leg that will remain forever. With hope, one day we, the
White Mules , will once a gain secure
The Bear.

Non-athletes find bear
tradition , "really lame"
By I OWN YOU
CHIEFTAN

.

j

Responding to recent excitement
from the Colby track team over n
teddy bear, several students at Foss
dining hall recently agreed that the tradition was, "really lame."
"They think we're in some kind of
college movie or something," another
said. "I bet they're going to punts the

dean next,"
Getting up for some green.ten , a
particularly tall and gangly ono snid ,
"This is college. COLLEGE. People
arc supposed to bo serious."
All of the students finished their
meal staring off into space and wondering how they would spend the rest
of the sunny afternoon.
Suggestions ranged from getting
some more organic granola and peanut
butter to staying put,

On last Saturday, the last day of
April, the seven houses of Colby
College clashed heroically in the second annual competition of the Frat
Row ; Olympics.- This playful jousting
betwixtdorms welcomed in the spring
and rekindled rivalries reminiscent of
my era, the roaring twenties. Lo it has
been twenty-odd years since my faithful brotherhood was disbanded in the
false interests of "sobriety" and "safety of freshmen women" but the spirit
lives on.
Firstmost should be mentioned the
pranks which were supposed ly completed in the darkest hours of night the
Thursday before the main event.
Rumor has it that from the other six
dorms all shower curtains were
removed , all toilets were Saran
wrapped , all shower heads filled with
Jolly Ranchers, and the curtains displayed flowing victoriously from each
and every Alpha window. Pranks by
other houses included allegedly
yelling "I don't like Treworgy very
much!" outside of our windows ,
throwing a pa p er airplane towards our
dorm , and were generally uninspired
and/or hackneyed.
The first competition happened the
night before in the hallowed basement
of Alpha Rho Zeta where the representatives for tlie house's Beirut team

were determined with due process and

much revelry. John DcBruicker '07
was crowned champ ion and j oined
forces with runner-up Rob Foster '08
to toss against teams from the other
six houses, Despite a strong historical
basis on the part of both members,
they bowed out in the first round losing to some women who ended up
being the eventual victors.

COURTESY OF JOSH GERtiEl!

An enthusiastic Treworgy team won the "Drunkest Dorm " award at the Frat Row Olympics last Saturday. Also,
see the article below about the residents of Treworgy being a bunch of liars. GO-HO RULES!
Next up was the Frat Row Relay
(not for life) which consisted of shotgunning a carbonated beverage, a few
laps of three-legged racing, piggyback
followed by a Solo(tm) cupstand, with
more piggy backing then some crushing of cans.
Josh Gerber '07 represented the
house with pride , finishin g quickly
and spillin g nary a drop of the juice.
This set off Amanda Hilton '07 and
Sarah Na gel '07, sprinting gracefully
despite only having three legs to run
upon. Due to a poor explanation of the
rules and obvious deceit by those officiatin g, Al ex McPherson '07 lumb ered off with Ashley Camps '08 upon
his b ack towards the Solo (tm ) cup
filled with... something or other.

Camps downed the drink as did her

forefathers of Alpha house, and the
final link of the relay, Richard B.
Katz, esq. '08 began crushing cans

much like it was his means of employment. When the shot-gunning was
completed, the cup drained , the cans
crushed, Alpha alone stood victorious!
Tlie head residents officiating, however, were jealous of our prowess in such
a d iverse a rray of worl d l y ski l l s, and
rendered our efforts meaningless citin g a min or infraction of the rules
which was no fault of ours. The victory remains a moral one.
Other events of the day included a
display of "morning after " get-ups,
which was hi ghlighted by Eva
Gou gian '08 an d Jas on Hayes '08
strutting some fine boas and spnndex ,
althou gh they were one-upped by an
unknown man b eari n g only a tray
from tlie dinin g hall and what
appeare d to be a moose head.
McPherson and Holly Dattcllc "08 did
their best to win the dormccst race,
but McPherson , cited his age as a fac-

tor and complained incessantly about
the "water being too hot." The final
event of the day was dubbed "The
Gallon Challenge" but could more
appropriately be described as
"Charlie "Pizzle" Patton '07 spitting
hot fire at the rest of the competitors,
and running away with an untainted
victory for the house." Three cheers
for I'izzlel
At the end of the festivities the referees convened and tallied points,
ancl saw fit to only allow Alp ha one
first place finish , desp i te a fine relay,
an cl de vious pran k in g, relegating the
house to fourth place. All was not lost
howev er, wh en it was later
announc ed that wc had won
"Drunkest Dorm ," which we all
know is far more important than
some silly plastic trophy whi ch is
easily slolcn. Rock the Trcwgc!!

Article above this one completely flawed , full of crap
By GO-HO FOREVER
SCREW GREENIES

After reading the article located

above this one, you may think that res-

idents of Treworgy Hall should have
some respect for themselves, However,
they were destroyed by GoddnrdHodgklns Hall in tlie Fnrt-Row
Olympics competition and should forever hang their heads in slrnmo.
While Treworgy did ind eed win'
"silliest entrance," they did not challenge Go-IIo for the overall title, and
thoy are universally known ns tlio
lamest dorm on campus.
Met BcNeico '08 nnd Flake Bostcr
'07 destroyed tlielr competition in the
Beirut tournament. Contrary to the
belief of Charles M. Treworgy, the
Treworgy team did not field a suc-

cessful team in the tournament.
"It was really sad when the only
people who would play us were a couple of chem-frco chics," said BcNcicc.
After hearing the claim that
Treworgy would steal Go-Ho's trophy,
Mnyloy Marshall '08 said "If Charles
Treworgy and Cecil Goddard roso

from the dead, Goddard would bitchslap Treworgy till tho break of dawn.
"I like the way they talk about the
competition as if they did anything
worth while... cuz Hints bullshit ," said
Mcv Eullen '08 about the competition , wh o not only contributed to tho
winnin g effort but got wasted d urin g

the competition,
The winners of the 'walk-of-shnm e
compet iti on ' "Trayman " Adams '07
and "Catmon " Cade '08 snid "We
never would have won the games
without the guidance of the greatest
11R ov er, AU Fulrender ['07]."
Ad d in g, "screw cnvironmcntalism. "

SOMEWHERE NOT HERE
BiinUan-Hirchb y: Who rocks more?

'.Bastian and Birchby take each other on tit tho
paqeo
20Q5 Ol ympics , the ' stairs,
Edno BiwkctbnU
The Echo discovers that wo all .suck nt basket
bail. That's whv wo write Inni o articles. i»aoeb
NO PAGE! HA!
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